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Direct  Connection  A basic problem with auxiliary 

Communications Processor Theory  

Introduction  

In these notes, a brief outline of the ways 

in which auxiliary storage and I/O  devices gain access to 

the resources of the main memory is presented. The study 

of these ways is called Communications Processor Theory. 

It is conceptually useful to think in terms of conventional 

communications theory as these theories stand almost in a 

1:1 correspondence. 

METHODS OF CONNECTING DEVICES TO MEMORY MODULES« 

storage and I/O  devices is gaining access to a direct-transfer 

path to main memory. Further, logic is required to determine 

where in memory to transfer to or from and to determine how 

much information to transfer. Theoretically, these problems 

can be solved by providing a direct-transfer path, addressing, 

and count logic for each device to each memory module. Such 

a scheme is shown in Figure 1. This approach is usually 

unsatisfactory because of its cost in terms of line-selection 

logic and line-driving circuits. This cost can be reduced 

by the use of information available about device and memory 

information-transfer rates. From Figure 1, it is apparent 

that a memory module can transfer information to only one 

device at a time and devices can transfer to only one memory 

module at a time. Transfer can take place over a maximum of•

n or m lines, depending on which is larger, but there are 

n x m lines. Therefore, at a given instant, most of the access 

lines will be idle, and their associated logic and driver circuitry 

not used. 	' 



Figure 1: Direct commun- 

ication of .n devices with 

m memory modules (where 

n > m, usually).' 

CroSS.+13arN .Cohhection  

The above fact, suggests that the logic associated 

with each device should be used to determine which access line 

to Use and the 1ogiC associated with each memory module could be 

used to arbitrate between competing,,requests for access and. 

centralize it in the Interconnection scheme as shown ill. Figure 

2. The logic required, in this scheme, for determining the - 

path between devices and modules is called a CroSsbar switch. 

The circled points called SW•itchts, de:terMihe'the 

connection path from devices to modules.- .Conflicts for access 

to a given module line would be resolved by a priority scheme 

and analyzed via queuing theory. This use of a crossbar switch 

reduces the number of line drivers required, but the switching 



CROSS8AR SWITCH 

logic required to set up a transf'er path is probably as great 

as in Figure 1. The ci'ossbar switch however has the disadvantage 

over the direct-connection scheme in that localizing the switching 

logic in one central unit makes the system highly dependent on 

the reliability of the crossbar switch. 

Figure 2: A crossbar swit -ch 

for n devices to communicate 

with m memory modules. 

Distributed Connection 

The logic of the cross bar switch can be distributed 

into the memory modules to increase reliability. The resulting 

organization is shown in Figure 3. In a practical system n is 

usually larger than m. Thus, not all devices can have access 

to memory simultaneously, however since devices transfer at 

varying rates, access paths between them can be shared. 
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Figure 3: Communication 
switching distributed into 

the memory modules for 

connecting n devices with 

memory modules. 

Shared Connection 

Some devices transfer at very low rates of a few 

bits per second, and others transfer at very high rates of 

hundreds of thousands to millions of millions of bits per 

second. Therefore, slower devices can share access paths. 

Figure 4 shows a method of sharing access paths using timeshared 

(multiplexed) busses. 

•The limitation of the number of devices which can 

multiplex a transfer path is determined by the bandwidth of the 

path and the transfer rates of the devices. The maximum transfer 

rate of a device must be less than the bandwidth of a path. The 

maximum transfer rate of all devices on the system which can 

transfer concurrently is a function of the memory-bus and memory-

box bandwidths. This function is a statistical function based 

on the traffic flow. If at peak transfer points the transfer 

rate exceeds that of a bus or memory box, saturation  is said to 

occur. For example, all memory busses may be operating below 

saturation, but the system can be saturated because all  busses 

are trying to access the:same memory module. The design goal 
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is to have the system operate near saturation at all times. 

Without buffering (temporary storage) of information, a 

saturation condition may cause informtion to be lost. The 

amount of buffering required for a device depends on the stat-

istical properties of the system (the distributions of transfer-

rate requirements to the memory modules and busses), the 

transfer rate of the device, and the cost oi poÈsibility of 

losing information from the device. 

There are many tradeoffs" between numbers of access 

paths, bandwidth of access paths, buffering, and the costs of 

each of these, in order to meet a given information-transfer 

rate. The concepts discussed above apply to memory-bus struc-

tures and to other I/O  busses connected to I/O processors, 

as discussed below. 

YULTIPLEXINGAN ACCESS PATH  

Access to a shared transfer path is commonly 

governed by a control line which runs serially through all 

devices on the path (Figure 4). The simplest scheme is 

to assign priority by position in the control ring. When a 

transfer is completed, control goes to the device requesting 

access in the highest priority position. With this approach, 

devices are assigned positions based on worst-case transfer 

conditions. However, using such a scheme may prevent the 

path from utilizing its maximum bandwidth. This rigidity 

is unnecessary if devices can request access to the path 

with variable priority. 
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Figure 4: 

Communication 

of n devices with 

m memory modules 

sharing access 

paths. 

CODES 

As has been pointed out in the notes in Volume 1 on 

"Communications Considerations", character information is 

coded into a string of bits, both for handling by the 

computer and for transmission. Many codes are in use, but 

one code format, the ASCII (American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange) is rapidly gaining widespread 

use in North America. It encodes 128 characters (see the 

Table of the code on page 12 of Volume 4 ) into 7 binary 

information units (bits) and then some equipment uses 1 

additional bit to give an error-detection ability, thereby 

encoding characters in 7 or 8 bits. 	 • 



SYNCHRONOUS . AND ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION  

Multiplexing techniques were introduced to 

increase channel utilization and thus reduce the communication 

costs in time-sharing systems. Two techniques are commonly 

used for this purpose. These techniques are also discussed 

in the volume 1 on Communications Aspects. 

1. Synchronous Time Division Multiplexing (STDM)  

Example: consider the transmission of messages 

from terminals to computer, each terminal is assigned a fixed 

time duration. After one user's time duration has elapsed, the 

channel is switched to another user. The main advantage of 

STDM is that buffering is limited to one character per user 

line and thus addressing is usually not required. 

STDM has certain disadvantages which can be 

realized immediately from the fact that any terminal is 

assigned a fixed time duration, whether it is idle during 

this time or not makes no difference to the multiplexer. 

Thus the channel remains idle during certain time durations 

(assigned to idle terminals). This is an inefficient utilization 

of the communication channels. Data collected from several 

representative operating time sharing systems revealed that 

during an average call, 95% of the user-to-computer channel 

and 65% of computer-to-user channel are idle. 

2. Asynchronous Time Division MultipleXing (ATDM)  (see Fig. 5) 

. (Stàtistidai MuitipleXers)  

The multiplexer here switches from one user to 

another user whenever the one user is idle, and asynchronously 

time multiplexes the data. With such an arrangement, each user 



would be granted access to the channel only when he has a 

message to transmit. The crucial attributes of such a 

multiplexing technique are: 

a) an address is required for each transmitted 

message; 

) buffering is required to handle the statistical 

peaks in randoin message arrivals 

(see figure 6). 

An operating example of an ATDM system for analog 

speech is the "Time assignment speech Interpolation" (TASI) 

system used by the Bell system on the Atlantic Ocean Cable. 

The ATDM systems operate efficiently under the 

following conditions: 

) Low overflow probability (same or lower order 

of magnitude as the line error rate). 

) An acceptable expected message queuing delay 

due to buffering. 

To study the overflow probability and the expected 

message queuing delay, analyses of the statistical behaviour 

of the buffer are needed (see Chu (1) for detailed discussion 

of this topic). 

We shall discuss now the design aspects of these 

statistical multiplexers and try to identify the trade-offs 

among the different design considerations. 

An optimal multiplexer is the one that yields 

minimum operating costs and at the same time satisfies the 

required performance (delays and overflow probabilities). 

The operating costs of the multiplexers can be divided into 

transmission costs and storage costs. The transmission costs 



are dependent on the transmission rates of the lines and the 

number of lines  used  The storage costs are dependent on the 

buffer length required, the cost of overhead in buffer manage-

ment, and the cost of waste spaces of fixed-size messages. 

The queuing delays imposed by multiplexers are dependent, for 

example, on delays due to buffering; and computer scheduling 

algorithms. 

Figure 5 shows the components of a statistical 

multiplexer. The asynchronous multiplexer's buffer behaviour 

can be analyzed by queuing models with finite waiting lines. 

In describing the buffer behaviour, we are 

interested in the following parameters: 

Pof E buffer overflow probability (the average fraction 

of the total number of characters that overflow 

from the buffer). 

= traffic intensity (a measure of the degree of 

congestion of the multiplexed channel) 

D expected queuing delay 

N •= 	buffer size 

= 	the average length of a burst (string of 

characters). 

Studies of several existing time sharing systems 

revealed some results that relate the previously mentioned 

parameters (figures 8, 9,10,11,12  aud13, Chu ( 3 )). 

Three types of messages are commonly considered 

in the design of the statistical multiplexers (figure 7). 



The constant lengthimessage model corresponds 

to the user-to-computer traffic where users type characters 

one at a time at the terminal. 

The random length messages correspond to the 

computer-to-user traffic. The central processor of a time-

sharing computer sequentially performs fractions of each 

user's job and the output• traffic to the users is strings of 

characters which are called bursts. The random nature of 

the message length greatly complicates the problem of storage 

allocation. A way to simplify this problem is to segment 

messages into fixed-sized blocks. An address as well as 

linking information to subsequent blocks is assigned to each 

block. Since each block has an address and is uniform in 

size, a block can be stored in any vacant position in the 

buffer. Thus the storage allocation problem is greatly simpli-

fied. The wasted storage space created by segmentation is: 

1) some number of address characters to 

identify each block and to link the subsequent 

blocks. 

2) the unfilled space of the last block. 

The trade-off between the extra storage cost and 

the saving in buffer management is the main consideration tu 

decide whether the random length messages should be segmented 

into fixed-sized blocks. 

A design example: 

Consider the design of a time-sharing system that 

consists of many remote terminals and that employs the ATDM 

tecI)_nique with full duplex operation between the terminals and 

the/central processor. 

The typical value of the character interarrival 

time per user line can be approximated as exponentially 
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distributed with mean 	0.5 seconds (from the study of 

several operating systems). Thus the character arrivals 

can be treated as Poisson arrivals with a rate = 2 'char/sec. 

Voice grade private lines can easily transmit 240 char/sec. 

from users. Suppose this operating system consists of m 	48 

terminals, and assume all the terminals to be statistically 

independent and have the same average traffic characteristics. 

The buffer should be designed such that the 

overflow probability is less than 10 -6 . 

Requirements:  determine the buffer size and the queuing 

delay incurred by each character. 

P = traffic intensity = 1.5 x 48 x 2/240 = 0.6 

where total no. of characters/sec = no. of terminals x characters/ 

sec/terminal 

48 x 2. 

and the factor (1.5) is introduced to account for the characters 

necessary for addressing and framing (assuming 50% of the 

source information is necessary for that purpose.) From figure 
- 

8 the buffer size that corresponds to P of  = 10 6  and P = 0.6 

is 14 character.length. From figure 9, the normalized queuing 

delay due to buffering is equal to 1.25 character holding times. 

Since each character holding time is equal to 1 = 1 
U 	27.0-  

m.sec. 

= 4.16 millisecond, the waiting time of each character is 5.06 

milliseconds. 



to user's 

terminals multiplexed line 

transmission lines 

Encoder 

Dec:der Buffering 

- 12 - 

FIGURE 

Asynchronous time division multiplexing system for 

time sharing computer communications. 

Note: the switch circuit is used-when' we have more than 

one transmission line. 
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Concentrators 

Rental of communication lines, particularly high-

speed lines over long distance, is expensive and therefore 

a number of techniques have been developed to share this resource 

among several terminals. For  xample, a commercial timesharing 

service might have a machine in Tel-a-viv and customers in 

Jerusalem, Haifa and Gaza. The average customer wont want to 

pay long-distance rates and the timesharing firm could lease 

one telephone line between each of these places and its central 

computer and place a concentrator  in Haifa, Gaza and Jerusalem. 

The customer then dials the computer with a local number and is 

connected with the concentrator. As far as the customer is 

concerned, he has made direct contact with the computer. The 

concept is illustrated in Figure 14. 

Local low speed lines 	local low speed lines 
1  11 1 
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Distance 

line • i////  
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high Speed 
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Figurel4z - Communications 
Distance 	 using concentrators —to 
high speed 	 multiplex high-speed 

/ line 	 lines. 
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Concentrators are usually small computers that 

collect messages from the users in a given area, via low-

speed asynchronous telephone lines. The concentrator then 

transmits the messages over the high-spéed Teased line to 

, 	the :computer, either asynchronously or synchronously. A 

message contains a special character or characters, Such'as 

a carriage return ;  recognized by the concentrator.  When  

the concentrator recognizes and end-of-message character 

from a user, it enters the user's message, preceded by infor-

mation to identify the user, in a buffer. • The output of the 

buffer then feeds a high speed telephone line. 

Messages from the central computer are sent  • o 

the concentrator preceded by appropriate identification: The 

concentrator then sorts the messages  into buffers for each user 

and transmits them to the user at slow speed. With this 

technique, an expensive'resource, namely the long distance 

telephone line, is shared by several users:. 

Multidrop and Polling Techniques  

It is possible to have several concentrators 

on one line or to attach several terminals to one line. This 

can be done, using a technique called multidrop  for sending•

information to terminals and called polling  for receiving 

information from terminals. With multidrop, the message is 

preceded by a device address and followed by an end-of-message 

character or characters. The message is sent down the line, 

and all devices decode the address; only the device addres .sed 

connects itself to the line. When the end-of-message character 

is received, the device disconnects itself. The network may 

be able to precede the message with several addresses or have 

a broadcast  code indicating that several or all devices should 

receive the message. This concept is illustrated in Figure 15.  
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. Figure  15:  Communications  where several concentrators 
'share one line. 	. 

Only one device can transmit to the computer 

at a time, and the line is organized by polling the devices 

under computer control. A polling message  is sent down the 

line, which asks "terminal X do you have anything to transmit?" 

Terminal X replies with a code for yes or no. If the answer 

is "no" the next polling message is sent. 

Line Buffers 

The incoming serial string of bits at the computer 

interface must be converted into 8 parallel bits representing 

a character and stored in a buffer register. To accomplish 

this function required stripping offthe start and stop bits 

on asynchronous transmission. The error-detection bit may 

also be utilized to check the transmission at this time. 

Similarly on output, the parallel bits representing a 

character must be converted to serial form and have the start/ 

stop bits added. An error-detection bit may also have to be 

added if the character is represented in the computer without 

the error-detection bit. These functions are performed by 

a device commonly called a line buffer.  The concept is 

illustrated in figure 16. The line buffer has additional 

tasks of sending and receiving control signals to data sets 

to connect, disconnect and for proper synchronization. The 

line buffers also receive status information from the modems 

indicating, for example, whether or not they are still connected 

to the line. This status information can be tested by the 
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computer, or it can be used to generate a signal if the state•

of the line changes. These functions are important for auto-

matic answering of  the  line and to avoid system difficulties. 

on accidental or erroneous disconnect. When such a disconnect. 

occurs, it is important that the user on that line be auto-

matically logged out, in order to . free the line and protect 

the user. There is one line buffer for each line. 

Communications  Controller  

The .line puffers must In ttirn communicate with 

main memory. This communication ,  is handled by attaching 

the line buffers to a device commonly called a communications 

controller. 

Tô-From 
• Multiplexor 

Processor 

• • 

Figure  16 •  The communications line interface at the computer. 
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Timesharing systems,are increasingly called 

upon to handle terminals with a variety of transmission 

speeds from 110 to several thousand bauds. It'is impor-

tant that new devices be easily interfaced without major 

hardware or software modifications. These goals cannot 

be easily achieved with the simple communications controller 

described above, which scans each line in sequence, and 

a communications controller with a variable-priority 

system is usually required. Such a device, after completing 

a service request, would simultaneously scan all line 

buffers requesting service and service the one with the 

highest priority next. 

In some systems, the communications controller 

is connected to a separate small computer which allows a number 

of processing tasks to be performed, such as editing, 

message assembly, file creation, and so forth, without 

interfering with the work of the central machine. 

The' Terminal Interface  

The terminal is the point of interface between 

the user and the system. It is here that the capabilities 

of the man and the machine must be matched. There are many 

terminals available from manufacturers which can usefully 

be classified into typewriter, cathode-ray tude, and 

special-purpose terminals. These are discussed in more 

detail in Volume 

Memory Protection 

Memory protection is a problem common to all 

time-sharing systems. It can be approached in a variety 

of ways. Protection is needed in general for two reasons, 
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namely intentional and accidental attempts to address the 

wrong areas of memory. In a system serving a number of 

users, there is frequently a need to keep information 

confidential. Human nature being what it is, it is con-

ceivable that. one person would want to look in on someone' 

else's information. Mistakes can be made by both humans 

and equipment. Mistakes can be costly in that they can 

destroy information, or even disrupt operation. 

It is therefore necessary to allow certain 

areas of memory to  be  accessed only under tightly-controlled 

conditions. This protection can be accomplished by 

software or a combination of software and hardware. 

Either approach involves a responsibility on the part: 

of the executive,program. 

The essential technique is .to check addresses 

as they are generated té make certain they are Valid .  

Many time-sharing CPU's include special registers which 

automatically check addresses. These regiSters are set 

by  the  executive when the program is entered. They define 

the limits of memory to be accessed by the program. If 

an address is called for whiCh lies outside the limits, 

the execution is automatically trapped for checking. 

Other memory protection schèmes use various 

types of codes -- or combination locks. A code might 

be contained within a user number (or determined from a 

table keyed to user numbers) which would define the areas 

of memory and storage open to that user. If a user or 

his program attempted to address any other area, the 

execution would again be trapped. ,Codes can be inserted 

at the beginning of pages to indicate which users are to 

have access to the information. Such codes could also 

indicate if the information in the page was to be read 

only, and not changed, by users. The code could-also 
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indicate if the contents were executable by a user but not 

readable by him. A case in point might be a grading 

routine in a computer-assisted-instruction situation. 

In a random file, it might be necessary to 

prefix a small code to each item to indicate whether it 

holds permanent or temporary information. Random files 

also encounter the possibility of two users requesting 

the same information -- such as a stock number or airline 

flight. Such events must be guarded against so that one 

updating can't occur until the other has been completed. 

The executive might check a table of information in use 

and place the second request on a queue until the first 

transaction has been completed. 

Magnetic tape offers a built-in form of 

protection in that'read and write operations can't occur 

at the same time. Before a tape file is "opened" for 

either reading or writing, the executive can require a 

check of the label at the beginning of the tape to 

ascertain that it is the correct one. When a tape is 

"closed" a master table can be updated giving the location 

of data and an indication of its status. Code words could 

also be used on magnetic tape to prevent the reading of 

confidential information unless the user or program pre-

sented the proper combinations. 

Memory protection is usually pronounced in 

general purpose systems where users have more control over 

what the computer does. In single application systems, 

where only precoded programs are used, protection schemes 

are often less complete. For example, in a savings system, 

a teller at his terminal could not create instructions to 

read records from another institution. Thus, protection 

at the teller level would be necessary. Management terminals 

might have the capacity to insert special instructions into 

the system, so memory protection might be necessary at this level. 
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Control Protection  

Certain instructions in the machine are usually 

not generally available for any process to execute. For 

example, processes are usually prevented from directly 

performing I/O  instructions because other processes may 

be using a particular device. All attempts to perform I/O 

 operations generally go through the system so that these 

requests for service can be scheduled. Further, user 

processes must be prevented from halting the machine or 

executing any other instructions which might interfere 

with the system or 'other users. 

User and System Mode  

To handle the above problem, many machines are 

designed to operate in two modes, usually called system mode  

and ùsbr Mode.  In system  mode, ail instructions in the 

machine are executable. In user mode, certain classes of 

instructions, called privileged instructions, are prohibited. 

If an attempt is made to execute e privileged instruction, • 

a fault interrupt is generated which transfer control to - 

the system. 

Switching Between User and System Mode  

The problem of communications between modes is 

one requiring careful consideration, because if the design 

of the mode switching scheme has not been carefully 

considered, programming can be awkward and time can be 

wasted in extra checking on the validity of the calls 

between modes. 
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A straightforward mode-switching scheme, imple-

mented on the XDS-940 utilizes programmed operations. The 

programmed-operator concept is in effect a method for 

making subroutine calls logically appear to the user as 

machine instructions. When a bit in the instruction word 

signifying a programmed operator is detected, the bits 

which are normally interpreted as the operation code are 

then interpreted as an address to which control is trans-

ferred. Two types of programmed operator exist on the 

XDS 940: 1) a system programmed operator in which the 

transfer is made to locations in the system code and the 

mode is switched to system mode (the previous mode is 

saved) and 2) a user programmed operator in which transfer 

is made to locations in the user's process. All calls to 

the system for assistance are thus made with system 

programmed operators. To return from system mode to user 

mode, the system executes a jump instruction addressed 

through the user map rather than the system map. While 

in system mode, the system can access locations in'user 

processes by use of the user map. Besddes giving a 

simple interface between modes, the programmed operator 

concept allows the user to think he is programming a 

machine different and more powerful that that provided 

by the bare hardware. 
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INTRODUCTION • 
In order th  reduce the communications costs in time-
sharing system and rnulticomputer communication 
systems, multiplexing techniques have been introduced 
to increase channel utilization. A commonly used 
technique is Synchronous Thne Division Multiplexing • 
(STDM). In Syneh.ronoias Time Division Multiplexing, 
for example, considel- the transmission of messages 
from terminals to compnter, each terminal is assigned 
a fixed time duration. After one user's time duration 
ha  s elapsed, the channel is switched to another user. 
With, synchronous operation, bUffering is limited to 
one character per user line, and addressing is usually • 
not required. The sTDm technique, -however, has 
certain disadvantages. As shown. in Figure 1, it es 
inefficient in capaci•ty and cost to permanently assign 
a segment of bandwidth that is utilized only for a 
nortion of the time. A move flexible system that effi-
ciently uses the transmission facility on an "instanta-
neous time-shared" basis could be used instead. The 
objective would be to switch from one user to another 
user whenever the one User is idle, and to asynchro-
nously tiane multiplex the data. With such an arrange-
ment, each user would be gra,nted access to the channel 
only when  ho  has a meseage to transmit. This is known 
G.9 an Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing 
Stem (ATDM). A segment of A typical A'IMM data 

*Present address: Computer Science Dept., UCLA, Los Angeles 
California, 00024. 

stream is shown in Figure 2. -  The crucial attxibutes  of 
such a Multiplexing technique are: 

1. An address - is14...quired for each transmitted 
• message, and 

2: Buffering is required tki handle the random 
rneasagearriVals.** .  

- 

 

If  the buffer is empty during a trenemission interval, 
the channel will be idle for this in.tervel. 

An operating example of an. ATDM System for-
analog speech is the 'Time Aseigrunent Speech Inter-
polation" (TASI) System used by the Bell System on 
the Atlantic Ocean Cable.' Using TASI, the effective 
transmission capacity hes been doubled and the systean 
operates v.ith a negligible- (with respect to voice trane-
mission) overflow probability of about 0.5 percent, 
even without buffering. 

The feasibility of the • ATD1\4. system depends • on : 
(1) An acceptably low overflow probability—of the 
same or lower order of magnitude as the line error 
'rate—that can be achieved by  a rf' Jasonable buffer 
size, and (2) an acceptable expected message queuing, 
delay due to buffering. To estimate these parameters, 
analyses of . the statistical behavior of the buffer are 
presented below. The user-to-co' mputer traffic in in 

• 
Ç  * There rnay be other reaw- us for /entrain» buffering such as: 
toleratiog momentary  Io-3  of signab (e.g., rading), momentary 
interruptiona of data flow, permitting error control on the l.b.se, 
etc. Under these conditions, the buffer ehould bo designed to 
mtiefy. r,lso the above apecific requiramente. 

669 
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units characters, while the computer-to-user traffic is 
in units strings of characters which we shall call bursts. 
The length of the bursts are.  different from one to 
another and are treated as random variables. Because 
of the asymmetrical nature of the trafic  characteristics, 
the statistical behavior of the buffer in the user-to-
computer multiplexer and the computer-to-user multi-
plexer are quite different and, therefore, are treated 
separately. An example is given to illustrate the multi. 
plexer design in a time-shared computer-communi. 
cations system that employs ATDM technique. 

* Analysis of buffer behavior 

User-to-computer buffer 

An ATDM system consists of a buffer, encoding/ 
decoding circuit, and a switching circuit (in the case of 
multiple multiplexed lines) as shown in Figure 3. For 
the analysis of , the statistical behavior of user-to-
computer buffer, the character (fixed length) arrivals 

Figure 3--ABynchronous time division multiplexing 
system for time-sharing computer communications 

from the sources to the buffer are assumed to be gener-
ated from a .  renewal c6unting process; that is, the 
character interarrival times are independent and 
identically distributed. Since the lino  transmits with 
constant speed, the time it takes te transmit each 
fixed length character (service time), 1hr, is assumed 
to be constant. For reliability and simplicity in data 
transmission,. synchronous transmission is assumed. 
The data are taken out synchronously from the buffer 
for transmission at each discrete clock tirne. The data 

• arriving at the buffer during the periods between clock, 
times have to wait to begin transmission at the begin-
ning of the next clock time, even if the transmission 
fa,cility is idle at the time of arrival. In queuing.  thwry 
terminology, the above system implies there is a gate 
between the server and waiting roonn which is opened 
at fixed intervals. Thus we shall *analyze the quelling 
modelt with finite buffer size .(waiting line) and synchro-
nous multiple transmission channels (servers). Powell 
and Avi-Itehak2  ànalyeed a similar queuing model 
with an unlimited waiting line. 'Birdsa11, 8  and later 
Doi-,  analyzed a queuing model with litnited waiting 
room but with a single server.. In here, the model is 
generalized to accommodate multiple servers with 
limited waiting room. 

To establish the set of state equations for analysis 
of a buffer with a size of N characters and c servers, 
we assume that the system has reached its equilibrium. 
Let p„ be the probability that there are exactly n 
characters in the system (in the buffer and in service) 
at the end of a service time, and a, be the probability 

The results derived from this study can also be used as a con-
servative estimate (upper bound) for the case in which the linos 
are permitted t,o transmit the cluu-acters arrived during the 
service ititetval. The estimate yields better approximation for 
the heavy than light traffic intensity ease. Because under heavy 
tniffic case, the lines are usually all busy and the characters that 
arrive during the service interval have to wait and cannot be 
serviced during the service interval. The maximum over design in 
a buffer system with c transmission lines that permits to transmit 
the characters arrived during service interval is  e characters. 

W-:/:;;;;E-  ADS  V 
2 

A-FI-"S-W/7"./dj 

ADS 
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there are no more than c characters in the system at 
that time, i.e., 

0 

a0 E pi 
(-0 

Without loss of generality, we can let the service 
interval equal to unity. We shall express the proba-
bility of number of .characters present in the buffer at 
the end of the unit service time interval (left side of 
equation, (2)) in terms of the probability of the number 
presen.t in the system at the beginning of the interval 
(right side of equation (2)), multiplied by the proba-
bility of a given number of characters arriving during 
the service interval. As this can occur in different 
combinations, we add the probabilities. With synchro-
nous transmission, all characters in service would 
finish their service and leave this system at the end of 
a service interval. 

Thus in a unit service interval of tirne, we have 

Po = now° 
&err Po+ero 

P2 ee  noSea 	Pc+1 ,1.1 	po-'O  

PI. 	a0wu 	Poisru-a + • • • + 
pc.i.„,.-ro, for n < N — 

Pa =. ate,' + Peg-1 144-1 + • • • • 	e' • 

	

P11-1g-tt+1— (w—c) 	PNVss—(7?—e) 

forN-1 >n>N—c 
•er 

E.4 Pi 	1  
Ce..0 

buffer is vacant, if no more than c characters are in 
transmission at the beginning of the interval, and .af. -) 
arrivals occur during the interval. The second equation 
describes the case in which one character is in the buffer 
if no more than c charaCters are in transmission at the 
beginning and one arrives.  during• the service time 
interval; or there are c + 1 in the buffer at the be-
ginning and no character arrives during the service 
interval, etc. In the numerical computation carried 
oui in this paper, ..re assume the character arrivals 
are generated from a- Poisson process; that is, sr„ 
.exP( — Xu)X nu/n !, where X„ is the average character ar-
rival rate to the user-to-computer buffer (offered lead) 
from the m independent users. Since the buffer has a 
finite size of N, Pi> N = O. Tine, when a character 
arrives and finds the briffer is  full, . an 'overflow will 
result. Therefore, the average character departure rate 
from the user-to-computer buffer (carried load), cyt, is 
less th.an the offered load from the users A u . The carried 
load can be Computed from the buffer busy period 

c-1 	 el 

E i•Pi +0  E pi 	 (4) 
d== 

The . overflow probability of the user- t&-computer 
t
'buffer, the expected fraction of total number of charac-
ters rejected by the larder, is then equal to 

offered load—carried load 
Poi  •-   	(5) 

offered load 	•  

The traffic intensity from user-to-computer, 
measure-a the degree of congestion and in,dicates the 
impact of a traffic stream upon the service streams. 
It is defined as 

0.) 

>tie» 	 (6) 
Due to limited buffer size, 

Pi>AT = 

Where 

probability of n characters originating from a 
renewal counting. process during a service 
•. 
interval 

N = buffer length in characters 

C = number of transmission lines 

The first equation describes the case in which the 

Channel (server) utilization, n, measures the fraction - 
of tirne that the line.s are busy. It can be expressed as

• = (1 	P01) )43/Ce = au/CM Pu 	(7) 

Since physically it is impossible for the transmission 
lines to be more than 100 percent busy, the utilization - 
is limited to a numerical  value  less  than  unity. In the 
no-loss case (unlimited buffer size), P0f  = 0, then n 

13. 

The time average queuing length in the user-to-
computer ,  buffer, L., is equal to 
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= X (i e)pi Xe/2 claaractem 
for N > 0. (8) 

The first terra in Equation. (8) ie the expected number 
of charactern in the system at the begikning of a service 
interval. Since the characters could not leave the 
aystem during the service interval, we add the time 
average number of character arrival (for Poisson 
arrivais)  during the service interval which is X./2. The 
expeeted (time average) queuing delay of each charac-
ter at the user-to-computer buffer due to buffering, 
De, can be evaluated by using Littic'e remit. We have 

— P01)) service times (9) 

For the single server case, that in,  o = 1, the set of 
atate equations (2) becomes au imbedded Markov 
Chain, and OM be solved iteratively to obtain  the 
state probv.bilities as shovrn in References 3 and 4. 
For the multiple server case, however, the multiple 
dependence on the various states prevents 1113 frora 
using the iterative  techniques  for solution. Thus, the 
set of state pmbabilities, pi's, must be solved from the 
set of linear matrix eouations (2). The overflow proba-
bility. queuing delay, and queue leng-th are then com-
puted frora the pea via Equations 4, 5, 8 and 9. 

The size of the matrix (Equation 2)  corresponds  to 
the buffer length. The matrix equation was solved by 
the Gauss  elimination method.G For purposes of ac- 

e._ curacy. double precision wa.s used in all phases of the 
computation. From the character arrival rate, Xe, the 
coefficient values can be computed frorn (2) and they 
are otored in the computer program. Due to the limi-
tation of the computer word size, double precision on 
IBM 360/65 provides 15-digit accuraey. Therefore, 
when the coefficient value is leas than 10-4 e, it is set 
equal to  zero. The computation time required to solve 
thi2 type of syatem equation is largely dependent on 
ita size. For a 10X10 matrix the computation tirae is 
about 0.8 seconds, while a 50X50 matrix equation 
takes about 1.67 minutes. 

Numerical malts  are  presented in Figures 4, 5 and 
6. Theaa results reveal the relationshipa among the 
overflow probabilities, number of transmission lines 
used, traffic intensities, and buffer sizes. 

Computer-to-leer bufece 

In a previous section, the buffer behavior has been 
analyzed for a finite queue with multiple server, 
Poisson arrivala, and constant service time, which 
corresponds to the usera-tea-computer traffic. The 



f r,(e) = 0(1 — 0)e-l• 

fx(n) = exp(—X,)XVn! 

e =  1, 2, • • • 

1, 	' 

The total number of characters that arrived during 
thé time to transmit a character on the multiplexed 
line is a random sum,. SN, and is equal to 

(10 

(11) 

s„-  (12) 
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fi = f(S = j) 
— 1 

(1 — 0)i-r,exp( —X,)/k I 
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Figure 6—Expeeted queuing delay vs traffic intensit y 

. computer-to-user traffic, however, is quite different 
from the users-to-computer traffic. The central pro-
cessor of a time-sharing computer sequentially per-
forms fractions of each user's job and the output 
traffic to the users are strings of characters which we 
shall call bursts. The length of the bursts are different 
from one to anottier• and are treated as random vari-
ables. It is assumed that the internal processing speed 
of the computer is very fast as compared to the line 
transmission speed. Further, it is assumed that the 
va,rious processing tasks generated by the user-com-
puter interactions are independent from one user to 
another and have exponential interarrival times for 
a given user. In ATDM operation with these assump-
tions, the arrivals of bunts at the common output 
transmission buffer for the group of users are approxi-
mated as random. In this section, we shall analyze this 
buffer behs.vior under the assumptions of a finite queue, 
single server with batch (burst) arrivals, and constant 
service time. 

Using the burst length and traffic intensity as param-
eters, we would like to find the relationships among 
the overflow piobabilities, expected burst delays due 
to buffering, and buffer sizes. 

Let us consider the case that the burst length, L 
is geometrically distributed with mean, = 1/0; and 
the number of bursts arrived during a unit service 
interval (time to transmit a character from the multi-
plexed line), N, is Poisson distributed with mean, X c 

 bursts/service time. The distributions of L and N are 
as follows:  

where . Li, a. random variable distributed as (10), is 
the num ber of characters contained in the ith arriving 
burst. • N, a random variable distributed as (11), is 
the total number of bursts . arriving *during the unit 
service interval. For simplicity in notation, ,we let 
S = Sep 

. The characteristic function of S, O e (u), can be ()x-i 
pres 	i sed n terms of the characteristic function of 
04(u), and X. 

05(n) = expf — X c 	xceu,(n)i 

Since the burst lengths are geometrically distributed 
the charâteristic function of L is 

t., 

oz (u) = 0. exp(iu)/(1 — (1 — 0)exp(iu)) (14) 

where i = 	Substituting (14) into (13), then 

08 (u) = exp[— eXc 	X c  • 0. exp(iu)/ 

• 	(1 -- (1 — 0)exp(iu))] 	(15) 

From (15), it can be shown that  the  probability 
density of j characters arriving during a unit service 
interval, f(S = j) = fh  is a compound Poisson distri-
bution as shown. in (16) 

The expected value of S is given by E[5] = E[L]E[N] 
= X/0, and the variance of 5 is given by 

Var[S] = X(2 -- 0)/0 	(17) 

(13) 



1 
p.+1 =[p. E 	—we.] (19) 

= 0, 1, 2, • • , N — 1 

E pi — 1 

Pi> > 11 

and 

(20) 

(21) 
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The time required to compute the probability density 
function of S, f5,  from (16) is dependent on the size of j. 
For largo j (e.g., j > 1000), the computation time 
could be very large and prohibitive. A convenient and 
less time consuming way to compute f i  is from d(u) by 
using the Fast Fourier Transferee inversion method as 
follows: 

E os(r)exp[-2eiri/M) 
r.1 

j = 0, 1, 2, • • M — 1 	(18) 

The average character departure rate from the buffer 
(carried load), a„ is less than the average character 
arrival rate to the buffer (offered lon.d), = 
from the computer.- The carried load can be computed 
from the probability that the buffer is idle, 

= 1 — Po 

The overflow probability of the buffer with burst 
input, the expected fraction of total number of charac-
ters rejected by the buffer; is equal to 

(22) 

where 

r = 2Iru/M 

M = total number of input points to represent 
= total number of output values of ff. 

In order to accurately determine  ci 5 (r), it is computed 
with double precision on the IBM 360/65. Further, we 
would like to use as many points as possible to repre-
sent 4) 8(r); that in, we would like to make M as large 
as possible. Because of the word length limitation of 
the computer, double precision provides 15–digit ac-
curacy. Therefore, when fi  < 10–'5 , it is set equal to 
zero. M is selected such that  11>M < The M's 
are different for different values of X o  and?. 

Tho following is the set of state equations for a 
buffer size of N characters with batch renewal arrivals, 
single server, and constant output rate. 

e•-2 	E 	,npo 

•  

offered load-carried load 
Of   — 1 — cite/0 (23) 

offered load 

The traffie intensity from computer-to-user is 

Pe 	0/ 1.4 = x,/ (O,) =X2/ P 

The set of state Equations (19) is an imbedded 
Markey Chain. In the following numerical compu-
tations, we shall assume that the character arrivals 
are generated from a compound Poisson process, i.e.: 
Ti=  fi. The state probabilities can be solved iterative-
ly and expressed in terms of p o . From (20), vee can 
find the value Of po. Thus we find all the state probs.- 
bilities. The overflow probabilitiest for various buirst 
lengths can then be computed from (23). These results 
are presented in Figure 7 which provides the relation-
ships (at rof = 10- )  between burst lengths and buffer 
sizes for selected traffic intensities. 

In the above analysis, we have treated each charac-
ter as a unit. However, in computing the expected 
burst delay, Do, due to buffeting, we should treat each 
burst as a unit. The service time is now the time re-
quired to transmit the entire 'burst. For a line with 

(24) 

The above equations are reduced from Equation (2) by 
letting  c=1. 

Figure  7—Bu ffer length vs nverge burâ length, 
Ittr,1 
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constant transmission rate, the service tiine distribution 
is the saine as the burst length distribution except by a 
constant transmission rate factor. When overflow 
probability is very small, for example, P'0, = 10-4 , 
then D, can be api;roxirnated by the expeèted burst 
delay of the infinite waiting room with Poisson Ar-
rivals and single server with geometric service time, 
M/G/1, mode1.8 .9 }Tence 

D 	XE(L2) 	X,(2 — 0) 
c  - 

2(1 — p) 	2(0 -- X c) 

character-holding times (25) 

where E(V) = second moment of burst length, L. The 
delays are computed from (25) for selected traffic 
intensities and burst lengths. Their results are por-
trayed in Figure 8. 

Figure 8—Traffic intensity vs expected burst queuing 
delay 

Discussion of results 

W e shall first discuss the user-to-computer buffer 
behavior. Figure 4 portrays the relationships bot‘,re,sit 
overflow probabilities and buffer size for selected 
traffic intensities and selected nun -ibers of servers. The 
curves for two-, three-, and four-servers lie in the 
region between the single and the five-server curves. 
For a given traffic intensity, the overflew probability 
decreases exponentially with buffer size. For a typical 
traffic intensity of 0.8 ,a bider of twenty-eight charac-
ter length will achieve an overflew probability in the 
order of 10-6. A larger buffer size is needed for pu > 0.8 
in order to achieve the same degree of buffer perfor-
mance. For a given p, the queuing delay increases as 
the overflow probability decreases (or the buffer size • 

 increases). When the overflow probability is less than 
10-4  (for p„ = 0.8, this overflow probability corresponds 
to a buffer size of about eighteen characters), the delay 
increment with buffer length becomes negligible and 
the delay can be approximated as independent of buffer 
size as shewn in Figure 5. 

For the data transmissions in time-sharing systems, 
the buffer overflow proba.bility should be somewhe 
less than the line error rate. For currently available 
lines, the error rate is about 10-5 . Therefore froxn 
Figure 5, we know that the queuing delay range of 
interest is almost independent  of  the buffer length. 
Figure 6 describes the queuing delays (at overflow 
probability = 10-5) for various traffic intensities. The 
queuing delay increases exponentially with p; For a 
given p, the queifing delay decreases with the in.cren so of 
number of server's. Figures 4 and 6 agree with our 
intuition that whenever multiple servers are needed, 
it is always advantageous to use a common buffer 
rather than using several single lines with separate 
buffers. 

Next we shall discuss the computer-to-user buffer 
behavior. The overflow probability depends upon the 
buffer size, the traffic intensity, and expected burst 
length. For a given average buffer length, the overflow 
probability increases as the traffic intensity increases. 
For a given traffic intensity, and a desired buffer 
overflow probability, the required buffer size increase-8 
as the average burst length increases. Figure 7 provides 
the relationships between the average burst length 
and required buffer size to achieve an overflow proba-
bility of 10-4  for selected traffic intensities. 

When the average burst length equals unity, then 
the result reduces to the case of Poisson arriva,18, 
single server and constant service time. as had been 
analyzed.5,4  For a given traffic intensity, required 
buffer size for average burst lengths > 1), 1\1. , to 



,  
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achieve the saine degree of overflow probability is 
much greater than that for unity burst length, Ni. In 
general, Ne  > i><N1.  As si increases, the difference be-
tween N‘ and -.eXN1 increases. For exa.mple, for pc 
= .8, = 1, the required buffer size to achieve P ' 01 

= 10-'8  is N1 = 28 cha,racters. When -e=  4, then from 
Figure 7, N4 = 212 >  4X28 = 112 characters. In 
the same manner, if  L  = 20, N20  = 1200 > 20 X 28 
= 580 characters. This is due to the fact that the 
variance of S is proportional to as shown in (17). 
Figure 8 portrays the relationship between expected 
burst queuing delay and traffic intensity for selected 
expected burst lengths. For a given expected burst 
length, the expected queuing delay increases as traffic 
intensity increases; for a given traffic intensity, the 
expected queuing delay increases with burst length. 
These are important factors that affect the delay. 

Optimal design  of multiplexing system 

Let us first consider the design of the user-to-
computer multiplexer. Based on the user-to-computer 
traffic characteristics, the • number of user • terminals, 
maximum allowable queuing delay, and overflow 
probability, several different buffer system configu-
rations might satisfy the desired requirements. Hence 
there are trade-offs among the number of transmission 
lines we might use, the transmission rates of the lines, 
and the buffer sizes. We would like to design the multi-
plexing system whose total cost (transmission cost and 
buffer storage cost) is minimum. One way to proceed 
with this is first to select the set of possible multiplexing 
system configurations based on the queuing delay 
requirements from Figure 6. Based on the maximum 
allowable overflow probability; we can obtain the , 
required buffer length for this set of possible multi-
plexing system configurations. The optimal user-to-
computer part of the multiplexing system can then be 
selected as that which minimizes the cost of the system. 

Next, we shall consider the optimizations of the 
computer-to-user multiplexer. Data collected from 
several operating time-sharing systeme revealed that 
the average number of chara,cters sent by the computer 
to the group of users is an order of magnitude greater 
than the number of characters sent by the group of 
users to the computer. Thus, using high transmission 
rate line for computer output data would significar tly 
reduce in buffer size and the queuing delay due to 
buffering. Further, the change in the computer system 
such as changes in the sphediffing algorithrn" -17  in the 
central processor can strongly influence the computer 
output traffic statistics, which will directly affect the  

buffer performance, and the design of the dectodiykg 
system. 

In practices we would like to desigrx a system thss-
has minimum total cost yet satisfies all the require. 
monts  finch . as the inquiry-response delay, average 
holding. time of eP.ch xiser, etc. Since the multiplexing 
system and the central proceSsor intimately interact 
with each other, the multiplexing system should bo 
treated as a subsystem .of the time-shared computer 
system. The economical and performance  optimisation 

 should be carried out jointly between the central pro.. 
cessor and available communication facilities. 

Example • 
Consider the design of a time-sharing system that 

consists of many remote terminals and that employs 
the ATDM technique with full duplex operation be-
tween the terminals and the central processor. Measure-
ments Of the traffic characteristics from several oper-
ating systems have revealed that the character inter-
arrival time per user line can be approximated as 
exponentially distributed with mean about 0.5 seeonds. 10 

 Thus, the character arrivals can  be treated as Poisson 
arrivals with a rate of 2 char/sec. A reaeonable conserv-
htive guess is that 50 percent of the transmitted 
information is sufficient for addressing and framing. 
Voice-grade private lines can easily transmit 240 char/ 
sec from users. Suppose this operating system consists 
of m = 48 terminals, all the terminals are assumed 
to be independent and have the same traffic character-
istiés. The buffer id designed such that the overflow 
probability is less than about 10-3. We shall use our 
model to determine the buffer size and the average 
queuing delay incurred by ea,ch character. 

The traffic intensity is p. 1.5 X mXs/cms = 1.5 X 
48 X2/240 -= 0.6. To achieve the desired overflow 
probability, frern Figure 4, the required buffer length 
is 14 characters. From Figure 6, the normalized queuing 
delay •  due to buffering is equal to 1.25 holding times. 
Since each holding time ià equal to 1./n s  = 1/2,40 = 4.16 
millisecond, the waiting time of each character is 5.06 
milliseconds. Now suppose the number of terminals 
is increased from 48 to 96. In order that traffic intensity 
be less than unity, two transmission lines are required 
and the traffic intensity is still equal to 0.6. From 
Figure 5, the buffer length corresponding to the desired 
overflow probability for two transmission lines is 
about 14 characters. The waiting time is about 0.8 
holding times which is equal to 3.33 milliiieconcls. 
Although the difference between 5.06 rnilliseconds and 
3.33 milliseconds may not be detected by a user at a 
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t, 

terminal, a common bu ffer of the same size operating 
with two output lines can  handle twice the number of 
input lines as with one output line. Thus, the common 
buffer approach permits handling a wide range of 
traffic without substantial variation in buffer size. 

Next, we shall consider the buffer design problem 
that em.ploys the ATDM technique to transmit data 
from central processor to remote terminals. The traffic 
statistics as well as the message length are different 
from that of the users. The burst interarrival tinnel° 
ean be approximated as exponentially distributed 
with a mean of 2.84 seconds. Thus, the bursts can be 
approximated as Poisson arrivals with a rate of X,, = 
0.35 bursts/sec. Further, data collected in the same 
study indicate that the burst length can be approxi-
mated as geometrically distributed with a mean of 

 = 20 characters. Suppose we use a wideband trans-
mission line that transmits 480 char/see  th  provide 
communications from the central processor to 48  ter-
minais,  Assuming 20 percent of the transmitted 
information is used for addressing and frarning, then 
the traffic intensity, pc  = 1.2X,p  c 0.84. To achieve 
an overflow probability of 10-6, from Figure 7, we 
find that the required buffer size is 1,400 characters. 
From  Figure  8, the expected queuing delay for each 
burst is 85 character-holding times, or 85/480=  0.176 
seconds. 

Suppose now we changed our transmission rate from 
480 to 960 char/see; then the traffic intensity pc  0.42. 
The corresponding required buffer size in order to 
achieve an overflow probability of 10-6  is 480 charac-
ters, and the delay is 15 character-holding times or 
16 milliseconds. Thus, these results also provide in-
sight regarding the trade-off between transmission 

• costs and storage costs. 
The above example is based on the output traffic 

characteristics of a specfic computer scheduling algo-
ritiun. As the output traffic statistics changes with 
different scheduling algorithms, the buffer performance 
in the multiplexing system is affected. To design an 
optimal system, wè should jointly optimize the sched-
uling algorithm and the multiplexing system such that 
yield minimum total cost and also meet the required 
system performance such as maximum allowable 
inquiry-response delay, desired overficiw probability, 
etc. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Queuing analyses indicate that for an allowable over-
flow probability and queuing delay, moderate buffer 
sizes can be achieved for asynchronous time division 
multiplexing for time-sharing computer systems. 

Further, when multiple transmission lines are required, 
better buffer  performance  will be achieved by using a 
9ommon buffer rather than by using separate, cincs. 

Because of the asymmetric nature of the traffic 
characteristics of user-to-computer transmission versus 
computer-to•- user transmission, a much larger bu ffer 
is required for the computer-to-user multiplexer to 
handle the larger volume of data • generated by the 
central processor. 

The rnultiplexing system and the central processor 
in a time-shared environment directly interact with 
each other. To design an optimal operating systorn, 
we should jointly optimize the central precessor and 
the multiplexing system (for example, the interaction 
between scheduling algorithm and buffer performance) 
to obtain a minimum cost system that meets the system 
performance requirements. It is apparent that closer 
coordination between the computer and communi-
cation system designs would be fruitful in terms of 
eccinomics and technological improvements to the 
overall system design. 
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ABSTRACT 

. Design considerationS for statistical multiplexors 

with Poisson message arrivals and the following . three types 

of messages are considered: 1) constant length messages, 

2) random length  messages, and 3). segmented' random length 'mes-

sages with fixed-size blocks. The Operating costs of the -  - 

multiplexors .can be divided into transmission - costs and storage. « 

 costs. The transmission costs are dependent on the transmis-' 

.sion rates of the lines and the number of lines'used. The 

-_ storage costs - are depende. nt.on the buffer length reOuired, the 

* cost of overhead in buffer management, and thé.cost of,waste 

spaces of.fixed-size block messages.- The queuing delays imposed 

by multiplexors are dependent; for exaele, on delays due to 

buffering and computer scheduling algorithms. The trade-offs 
' 

among transmission costs,.storage costs, and delays are 

described. An optimal multiplexor is the one that yields,mini-

mum operating costs yet satisfies the required.performances 

delays, overflow probabilities). Some design considerations of 

multiplexing systems are then illustrated via examples. 

This work was done while the author was with Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey. 



' INTRODUCTION 

. In order to reduce the communciations costs in time-

sharing systems and multiple Computer communications_ systems, 

multiplexing techniques have - been .introduced to increase - 

channel utilization. A commonly used - technique is synchro- • 

• nous time division multiplexing (STDM). Ih synchronous time ' 

division multiplexing, each terminal is•assigned a T.ixed time . 

duration-for the transmission of messages, from the terminal 

to-the computer. .After one user's time duration has elapsed, 

the  channel- is switched to another user. With appropriately 

designed synchronous operation, reqUired buffering is limited 

to one character for each transmission line, and addressing 

is usually not required.. The STDM technique, however, -often 

haS certain disadvantages. As shown in 1-Iligure 1, it is 

inefficient in :channel capacitY, and se transmission cost, - 

to permanently• assign a segment of bandWidth that isutilized 

only a portion of the time. Data collected from several 

rePresentative,operating time-sharing systems -  [1] revealed 

that during' an average call, 95 percent of the user-to-computer ,  

. channel and 65 percent of computer-to-user channel are idle. 

These idle.periods could be made available for -additional 

users. A more flexible system. that efficiently  uses  the - trans-

mission facility . 1s to• statistically' multiplex the data. With 

such an arrangement, each user will be granted access to the 

'channel only when he has a message.to  transmit. This is. 	• 



. known  as  asynchronous time diVision multipl:exing'systeM . 

 (ATDM) [2.].- The crucial attributes of such a statistical. 
- 

multiplexing technique are: 1) an address is reqUired fôn. 

each transmitted  message, and 2) bufferin g.  is required.to  

handle statiàtical peaks in random message arrivals. 

. If the buffer is empty during a transmission interval, 

the channel will be idle for this interval. Queuing analyses 

indicate that an allowable overflow probability and queuing 

delay can be achieved by a moderate size buffer [2]. Design 

trade-offs among such parameters as transmission rates, number 

of lines used, buffer lengths, queuing delay, and computer 

scheduling algorithms are discussed in the following sections. 

ANALYSIS OF STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXORS 

A statistical multiplexor consists of a buffer, 

coding/decoding circuit, and a switching circuit, (in the case 

of multiple lines). The. buffer behavior'can be analyzed 

by queuing models with finite waiting lines. Data measured 

from several operating time-sharing systems shows that the 

message arrivals can be approximated as a Poisson prodess [3]. 
e 	. 

The three types of messages (Figure 2) considered are • 

1) constant length measages,' 2) random length messages, and 

3) segmented random length messages with fixed-sized blocks. 

There may be other reasons for providing buffering such as: 
tolerating momentary loss  of  signals (e.g., fading), momen-
tary interruptions of data flow, permitting error control 
on the line, etc.  Under these conditions, the buffer should: 
be designed to satisfy also the above specific requirements. 



' 	• The parameters of interest in describing the buffer 

behavionare: the buffer behavior overflow probabilities, P ot • , 

whieh is the average fraction  Of the total number of characters ' 

tliat overfleW from  the  buffer; trafficintensity, p,.whieh 

gives: a measure,of the degree of congestion  of the  multiplexed 

channel(s); expected queuing•delay, D; buffer size, N; and 

average burst -  -(a string of characters) length, 

For reliability and simpllcity in -  data transmission', 

synehronous transmission is assumed. The data are taken out 

•synchronously from the-buffer for transmission 'a each - dis-

crete clock time. When the buffer and server are empty 

(transmission faeility is idle) atthe beginning of a clock, 

time, data arriving at  the buffer during the period between 

clock times have to wait to begin transmission at.the begin- 

„ning of the next clock time.t. In - queuing theory terminology, ' 

• the above system-implies there is'a gate between the server , 

and waiting  rom  Which is open at fixed intervals. 

The constant length  message mode r corresponds to 

the user -to-computer traffip.where user's type characters one 

at a time ut the'terminals.  The' service time, 	corre- 

sponds to the• time to transmit a constant length character. 

The relationships among the overflow probabilities, number 

of transmission lines used, traffic intensities, and buffer 

sizes are portrayed in Figures 3 and 4 [2]. We noted that when 



multiple transmisslion lines are required, better buffer per-

formance .  will be achieved by using a common Uuffer rather 

than,by using separate ones. 

The . .random length messages correspond .  te .the .  

computer-to-user traffic. The •central'processor ofra time-

sharing computer -  sequentially performs fractions  .of each user's 

job and the. output traffic to the users is Strings of char- 

acters which we shall'call bursts." The lengths of  the  bursts 

can be ,  approximated as geometrically d.stributed [3]. AFain 
• 

the service time is the time to transmit a constant length 

character. The number of characters arriving at the buffer 
-- 

during-a unit service  tire  is compound Poisson distributed [2]. —.. 	_________________- ____ 	_ 	 
The  buffer - behavior can,be analyzed by a finite waiting room 

queuing model with Poisson batch arrivals and constant service . 

.-6 
time [2]. The relationShips, at Pof = 10 	between the 	. 

average burst lengths and buffer sizes for selected traffic 

intensities are portrayed in Figure 5. 

When the average burst length equals  unit,  then the 

result reduces to the case of Poisson arrivalS,single server 

and constant service time  as  previously have been analyzed [4,5]. 

For .a given traffic intensity. ;  the required bUffer Sïze, N o , 	. 

. for average burst lengths r (i > l), to achieve the same  de-  

grec of overflow probability is much greater than that of unity 

burst length, N1 . In - general, 1\1 9  > "D<Ni. For example', for 



p 	0.B, T • 	1, thé. requirCd buffer size to achieve' a P of 	10-6  

Js M 	28 characters. - When -97 	20 characters, then from 

Figure 5, N 20  • •400 > 	 580 charaCters. Furthei 

increases, the differenbe between:N- ,` - and TxN1 'incréàses. This 2 

is due to the faCt that the variance: of the total number of 

characters arriving at the buffer during a unit service'time 

is proportional,to T. 'Figure 6'  shows  thé relat.iOnshipshetween 

expected queuing delay for each burst with.various traffic 

. intensities. 	• 

In the above we have dificussed the buffer behavior 

for l'andoin length  message inputs.  •  The random.pature of the 

message length, however-, greatly complicates the problem of 

storage allocation. A way to simplify this problem is to 	• 

segment messages into fixed-sized blocks[6]. :An address as 

well as linking  Information  to subsequent , blocks is. assigned 

to each  block as  shoWn in Figure 2. • Since each block hàs an 

address and is uniform in size, a block  can be stered in any 

• vacant position in the buffer. It is - not necessary to rear-

range the buffer to obtain an adequate .sac e for the entire 

burst. Thua, the,storage allocation problem is greatly simpli- 

. 
fied..-The wastec1storag space "created by segmentation is: 

1) some number offaddress characters - ,' b; : to identify each 

• block and to link the siabsequent blocks, and 2) the unfilled 

space of the last block. 



• 	Yhen the message length is geometrically distributed, 

the optimal segmented blockSizè, B', that minimizes the waste' 

pacc.f61 

= /2br, - 
b/3 310/2 

1. 0(1/E) 

The actual block size  Bis  equal to the sum of the 

segmented block size and the required address length . ; that .is 

B ='B i 	b 	• 	•> 	' • 	(2) • 

We shall now study,the buffer behavior  for, the  seg- . 

mented fixed-size block inputs. It can be shown that when 	- 

O burst lengths  are  geometrically distribued with parameters p - 

and = 1 = p, and when the burst is'segmented into'fixed-sized•

blocks B i , then the nuMber of blocks per burst is alSo geo- 

B i  
metrically distributed with parameter Q = q 	and P = 1 - 

Each  block  consists. of Many characters. Although each charac 

ter is* synchronously transmit,ted, service for the block may be 

assumed to be aSynchronous (i.e., if the channel is idle, the 

Message arriving at the buffer is transmitted immediately) as 

a good approximation.
* 

For Poisson burst arrivals with geo- , 

metrically diàtributed burst lengths, the number of Segmented 

• 

. 	, When the block is very short then we should assume the block 
' service is synchronous and -the'buffer 'behavior is  the saMe 
as the random message case, except characters.  now should be 
viewed as blocks.. 

(1 ) 



blocks:arriving during•unit service interval (the time required 

:to transmit a.fixed-sized•block.of characters) is compound • 

Poisson distributed.. Using the finite waiting-room queuing 

model with compound Poisson arrivals*and asynchronous constant 

service [7], the relationships.amonghloCk overflow probabili 

ties (the average fraction of the  total numberpf blockS:that 

overflow •from'the buffer),,average-number of blocks Per burst, 

n(t), and buffer sizes are portrayed in Figure 7. The average 

delay of each block for selected traffic intensitieS is shown 

in Figure 8. • 

DESIGN  TRADE-OFFS, . 

Let us first-consider the design of the multiplexor 

with constant length message inputS. Based on the average 

arrivai rates, the number of user terminals, maximum allowable 

queuing delay, and overfloW probability, SeVeral diffèrent 

buffer system *configurations mightSatisfy thè'desired require - 

ments. Hence there are trade-offs among the number,of  tans- 
.  
mission lines, we might- use, the transmission rates of the lines, 

and the buffer ,sizes. We would like to . design the  Multiplexing 

system whose total cost (transmission cost and buffer : storage 

cost) is minirdlim. One way to proceed with this is first to 

select the set of possible multiplexing system configurations 

based on the queuing delay requirements from Figure 4. Based •  
• 

on the maximum allowable overflow probability, We,can obtain 

. the required bilffer length for this-set:of possible multiplexing 



• 	 .. 	 . 	 . 

"‘..system confderatiOns. The optimal multiplexing system can 

then be selected aS that WbiCh Mlnimlzes  the  l cost of the 
ysteM. 

Next tkie. Shall consider the optimization df the multi- . 

pJ4xo wdth randoM message length inputs 	Since buffer'size 

is dependent on traffic intensity-, a high transmission rate•

would decrease traffic intensity and Would significantly reduce 

the buffer size and the queuing delay. Hence there 15 a trade-7 

off between transmission.cost and storage cost. Further, 

changes in the computer system such as changes in  scheduling 

, algorithms [8.7.13] of the central processor  cari  strongly 

influence the computer output traffic statistics which will 

directly affect the buffer performance, and its output sta- 

tistics. In turn, thè output statistics affect the design of 
. 	• 

the'demultiplexori' For example , for a multiplexor with'random 

inputs and constant service time, the instantaneous output 

rate can be less than the instantaneous input rate, however, 

the output traffic stati.stics are now statistically dependent 

* 
on each other. 	Statistically correlated output traffic from 

a multiplexor could greatly 'affect the buffer performance of a 

demultiplexor. For the same average input rate and service 

time, random message arrivals yield better buffer performance 

. For a queuing system with'PoiSson arrivals, - exponential Service 
time, the output - process is still-a Poisson . process with.the 

.same rate as the input process [14]. Further, this is also 
the only type of process has this:unique property. 



than that of correlated message inputs. This is because cor-

related messages tend to form clusters. .The degree of 

correlation may be dependent on the traffic intensity of 

the multiplexor, which is dependent on computer scheduling 

algorithms. 	 • 

Finally, we shall consider the buffer behavior of 

the fixed-sized block inputs. Due to the extra linking 

information required as well as the wasted spabe in the last 

unfilled block, the storage requirements will be larger than 

that of the random length message inputs. On the other hand, 

since the messages have addresses and are uniform in size,it 

is not necessary to rearrange the buffer to obtain an adequate 

space for the entire burst. Thus, the storage allocation prob-

lem is•greatly simplified. The trade-off between the extra 

storage cost and the saving in buffer management is the main 

consideration to decide whetther the random length messages 

shobld be segmented into fixed-sized:blocks. 

• , There are . two ways to segment the random messages 

into fixed-sized blocks: Instantaneous segmentation and hold- 

ing 

 g 
.segmentation. The former method transmits.fixed-sized -

message blocks immediatelj after their. segmentations, regard-

less of whether the block is full. Thé latter method transmits 

message blocks . instantaneously if IheSe blocks are full, but 

hold for a periodof time, T, before transmission'if a block 



• 

; • 

k. 

1. 

1,i• 	• 

•<--. 	• 

• 

• 

- 	• 

,er'• 

s not full. The holding time not only provides trade-off 

• between performance (delay) and storau,e coGts, .hut  also -

influenees the output traffic statistis, which in turn affect, 
•-- 	: 	- 

the design of demultiplexor. • , 

In practice, we would like to design a system that 

has minimum total cost yet satisfied  ail the requirements 

such as the inquiry-response delay,  av e rage  holding time -

:•of each.user, etc. •. Since the multiplexing systeM and the 

central processor intimately interact with each other, -the . 

 multiplexing system should be treated as a subsystem - of the- 

time-shared Computer systeph The edonomical and,performance- 

.-› Optimilation should be carried,  out jointly between central ' 

processor and the available commünication facilities. 

EXAMPLE 

Consider the design of a tir.e-sharing system that 

consists of many remote terminai  and that employs the ATDM 

technique with full duplex operation between the terminals 

and the central processor. Measurements of the traffic char-

acteristics from several operating systems have reveaJkd that 

the character interarrival time per user line 'car  be approxi-

mated as exponentially distributed will mean about 0.5 sec-

onds [3]. Thus, the character,  arrivais  can be treated as 

Poisson arrivals with a rate of 2 char/sec. A reasonable con-

servative guess is that 50 percent of the source information 



is sufficient for addressing and framing: Voice-grade private 	' 

lines can easily transmit 240 char/sec frem users. Suppose this 

operating system consists of m 	48.teTminals, ail the termina l 

are assumed to be statisticall:i independent,and have the same 

average,traffic characteristics. The buffer is designed such 

-6 -that the overflow probability is less than about;10 . We sali - 

use our model to determine the buffer size and the queuing delay 

incurred by each character. 

The traffic intensity is p = 1.5x48x2/240 	0.6. 

To achieve the desired overflow probability, from Figure 3, 

the required buffer length is 14 characters. From Figure 4, 

the normalized queuing delay due to buffering is equal to 1.25 

character-holding times. Since each character-holding time is 

equal to 1 10 u = 1/240 = 4.16 millisecond, the waiting time of 

each character is 5.06 milliseconds. Now suppose the number of 

terminais  is increased from 48 to 96. • In 'order that traffic 

intensity be less than Unity, two transmission line's of the 

same. capacity are required, and the traffic intensity is still 

equal to 04.. From Figure 3, the buffer length corresponding 

to -the desired overflow probability for two  transmission  lines' 

isabout 14 characters. The waiting time,is about 0.8 holding 

times which is equal to-3.33 milliseconds 	Although the dif- 

Terence between 5.06 milliseConds and 3.33 milliseconds -May not 

be detected by a user at a terminal, a common buffer  of the  



saine  size operating with two output lines can handle twice the 

- 	number of input lines as with one output lino. Thus, the com- 

mon buffer approach permits handling a wide range of traffic 

without substantial variation in buffer size. 

Next, we shall consider the buffer design problem 

that employs the ATDM technique to transmit data from central 

processor to remote terminals. The traffic statistics as 

well as the message length are different from that of the 

users. The burst interarrival time [3] can be an approximated 

as exponentially distributed with a mean of 2.84 seconds.  Tus,  

the bursts can be approximated as Poisson arrivals with a rate 

of X e = 0.35 bursts/sec. Further ,  the burst length can be 

approximated ap geometrically distributed with a mean of 
• . 	. 

27 = 20 character's. Suppose we use a wideband transmission 

line that transmits 480 char/sec to . provide'communications from 

the central processor to 48.terminals. Assuming 20 percent of 

the transmitted information dS used for addresbing and framing, 

. then the traffic intensity,  PC  =1.20.3520/8O 	0.84. To •  

achieve an overflow prollability of 10 -6 , from Figure 5,, we find 

that the required buffer size is 1,400 characters. From Fig- 

ure 6, the expected queuing delay for each burst is 85 character-.  

holding times, or 85/480 = 0.176 seconds. 

Suppose now we change our transmission rate from 

480 to 960 char/sec; then the traffic intensity p c . 0.42. The 



corresponding required buffer size in order to achieVe an • 

everflow probability of 10 	is 480 characters, and the delay, 

is 15 eharacter-holding.timeS or 16 milliseconds. Thus,' 

these results also provide insight regarding the trade-off 

between transmission costs and storage. costs. 

For the convenience of buffer management, we would 

like to segment the random length messages into fixed-sized . 

 blocks. Suppose the required address messages is about 20 per-

cent of the average burst length; that is, b = 0.2x20 = 4 char- 

actors. From Equation 1, we find that the optimal segmented 

block size, B' = 12 characters. Hence  the  actual optimal block 

size B = 12 	4 = 16 characters. -  The average number"of blocks . 
_ 

per burst, n(70 = 2.32 blocks/burst. -  Suppose a wideband 

-transmission line that transmits 960 nharacters per second is 

used to provide communidatinns from the central oronessor to 48 

terminals The traffic interisity is p - = 48°0.35°2.321 °16/960=0.65. 

-6 
To -achieve an overflow probability of 10 , • from Figure - 7, the 

'required buffer size iS 65 blocks or 1040 pharacters, From' • 

Figure 8, the average delay for each -block . is 4.5 block-service 
t..  

times or 75 milliseconds. Comparing with the random message 

inplits, the required buffer Size for thé fixed7sized blocks is 

about twice as large as that of the random length message . 

inputs., 	 •• 



The above example is based on the output traffic 

characteristics. for a specific round robin computer scheduling 

algorithm. As the output traffic statistics changes with  dif-

forent scheduling algorithms', the buffer .  performance in the 

multiplexing system is affected. To  design an optimal System, 

we should jointly optimize the scheduling algorithm and the- 

. multiplexing system such that yields miniMum total cost and 

also meet the required system performance such as •makimum 

allowable inquiry-response delay, desired overflow probability,. 

etc.. 
. 	. 

•CONCLUSION 

Statistical multiplexors and central processors in • 

a time-sharing environment- directly interact with each other.' 

- 	To design an optimal operating system, we should jointly. 	. 

optimize the central processor performance and the  multiplexing - 

system to obtain a minimum'cost system that meets.the system 

performance requirement's: . .For example, the Interaction  between 

"'scheduling algorithms and buffer performance•and.the.trade-off . 

• between the extra storage-cost of fixed-size blocks with the 

overhead of buffer management are significant'in planning an 

ATDM time sharing. system. .Further research along these lines 

would be desirable. It is apparent that a,closer coordination 

between the computer and Communication systeM designs would be 

fruitful in terms of economics and technical improvements to ' 

the overall system  design.  • 
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- Abstract 

Demultiplexing serves as an important fUnction for sLntistical 

• multiplexors. Its purpose . is  to reassemble the reeeived message and' 	,

•• distribute it to  t h e  appropriate destination. An important Cost eonsider-' 

. ration  for this function is the size of the bufPer .e)-:cosry to moot a 

specified overflow service reqUirement. The Ocmultiplexîng buffer  can  be 

modeled as a finite waiting room queuing model wIth batch Poisson arrivnls 

and multiple distinct constant servers. Stimulation is used to study 

bliffer behaviôr for traffic arriving at the buffer according, to the 

. uniform, linear, step; and geometric hstination'funetions. the relation-

ships - amonglmffer overflow prebability, buffer size, traffic intensity, 

average message-length, and message destination are presented in graphs to 

provide a guide in the 'design of demültiplexing buffers. Simulation 

results reveal that buffer input messages which have short average message 

,lengths and uniform traffid destinations yield the best bufferbehavior. 

. Iglus, in planning, the  CPU - scheduling algorithmand in selecting the demulti- .  

plexing output rates, tbe designing of a computer communications system 

.that uses the  statistical multiplexing technique'should also,consider the 

output statistics . needed to achieve optimal - demultiplexing performance; 
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4027, NR 048-129 and  the  Advanced Research Projects Agency of the 
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introdution 

•To increase-  information procesing capability and to share computer 

resources, remot(dy located computers and/orterminals are connected 

together by communication •links. Many such computer communication ystems 

as time sharing s )'stems and distributed computer systems are already in 

existence and in operation. In many cases; the communication CITSt of such 

systems is a sigifificant portion of the total operating cost. To 

increase channel utilization and reduce communication cost, asynchronous - 

time division multiplexing has been proposed for data communications.
1 

The design considerations of such a• multipleXing (statistical multiplexing) 

system have  b en.  reported in recent  literature.26  Flore,  we study design 

considerations of an asynchrenous time. division-demultiplexing system, 

which is an integral part of the design of  a'statistical multiplexor. In 
• 

a multiplexing system, .outputs• from the system go to.a. single destination 

for example to a computer while output s.  from a demultiplexing system go 

to many destinations, such as to different.users and/or computers as , 

shown in Figure 1. 

The demultiplexor may consist ,of a buffer, a buffer control unit and 

a switching circuit. Input messages to the buffer consists of strings of 

characters (bursts). The switching circuit distributes the output from 

the buffer to the appropriate destinations according to the designation in 

the message address. Thus demultiplexor performance is strongly influenced 

by buffer behavior which  dépends on buffer input traffic and its 

distination characteristics. A queuing model with a finite waiting room, 

batch Poisson arrivals, and multiple distinct constant outputs (Figure 2) 

1 



is used to study buffer behavior. Ihe complexity of the de:Multiplexing 

buffer makes exact mathematical analysis of such a model very difficult. 

Therefore, computer simulation has been used to study the relationships 

among  message  destination functien, average traffic. level, message  burst 

length, overflow probability .(the fraction of the total number of 

messages rejected by the buffer), and buffer size. These - relationships, 

in graphs, are important in designing demultiplexing systems and store- 

. an&forward computer networks, 	› 

•Analysis.of  De:multiplexing Buffer 

.Input messages to the buffer can be representedly three parameters: 

message arrivals, message lengths, and message. destinations. These para-

meters are intimately related to buffer behavior. In order to describe 

the input messages arriving at the buffer, three random numbergenerators 

are used: a Which corresponds to message inter-arrival time, f3 which' -• 

corresponds to the nimber of character§ in  the message, and y which 

corresponds to the destination of. the .message.. In the simulation, model, 

the message inter-arrival times a are assumed to be,exponentially 
• 

distributed, and the message lenels f3 are assumed to be geometrically 

distributed. The destination distribution is transformed from the 

destination function as discussed in the following: 

In the distributed computer network shown in Figure lb, the traffic input 

to the demultiplexor is the output from the multiplexor.' In some cases 

the traffic output  front  the multiplexor can be apProximated as Poisson 

distributed. Should the multiplexor output become very different from 

Poisson,
7 
then the actual message inter-arrival-time statistics should 

be used in the simulation. 
• 
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The destination  function describes traffic intensities-for the set 

of m destinations; that is, 

f (i) i. 	1,2..m 	(1) Pi  

th , 
where . is the traffic intensity for the . 	

oestinalion. Pi  

The message destination function for a given sel of users depends on 

their  applications and should be derived from measufed statistics. 

In order to perform random sampling on traffic destination for 

simulation, we need to transform  f 1 (i) into a message destination distri-

bution, f (i). This transformation can be carried out by normalizing 

Equation (1) to a probability function; that is, 

fy (i ) 	fd 	P 
J.) 

Thus, 

= 1,2,...,m 	(2) 

f (i) . 1 
14. 

- - 
A set of.random numbers,* 	V y (F 	) corresponding to•random Ja )  

variables a, f3,  an  y, are generated to represent a:message arriving at 

the dcmultiplexing system. When a message arrives at the buffer, two 

operations take place: First, the status of the designated facility is . 	. 

interrogated. If the facility is busy and the buffer is not full, the 

burst enters the buffer and is concatenated with the queue of characters. 

If the facility is idle, and if the buffer is not full, the first 

character of the burst is sent to the facility while the remaining 

characters enter into the buffer and output at each subsequent clock time. 

Second, the contents of the register which keeps tract of the total 

length of the buffer is updated. Because of distinct destinations, the 

3 



total volume of output from the buffer varies with a, 	and y. The 

fl optput from the demultiploxing buffer depends on both the number of 

characters in the buffer and their destinations. The simulation program 

keeps a record of the number of characters in the buffer ut  the beginning 

of each message service interval. When the length of an arriving message 

exceeds the unoccupied storage space of the buffer, a buffer overflow event 

has occurred. The frequency of occurrence of such an overflow event gives 

the estimate of buffer overflow probability, P
of

. Using*the above finite 
. 	. 	. 	_ 

buffer size model for estimating buffer overflow probability requires 

'simulating buffer behavior at various buffer sizes. As a result, the 

computation time required for such a model, especially for estimating 

small overflow probabilities, could be prohibitive. Therefore, wo intro-

duce an infinite buffer size model, as shown in the following flow chart 

(Figure 3), to estimate buffer overflow probabilities. In this case, we 

say that an overflow event has occurred if the buffer queue length from 

simulation exceeds the fictitious buffer size. Thus, this provides us 

with a way to estiMate buffer overflow events for Various buffer sizes 

via buffer queue length statistics which can be obtained from a single 

simulation pass. This represents a significant reduction in computation 

time. In the case of small overflow probabilities (e.g. P
of 	

10'4 ), 

:bis model provides a good approximation of fhe finite buffer size model. 

Traffic intensity is one of the most important parameters that 

describes the traffic congestion of the demultiplexing system. Since the 

*output messages from the buffer arc sent to various destinations, the 

traffic intensity of each destination would be different and would equal 



•••••••_._• 

I i, 	P. • 1 

where 

X. .,. message arriVal rate for the 1 
.th  destinations 

1 

th Z. . average message  length'for the i" destination 
1 

• 

	

p. 	transmission rate for the . th
1 	destination 

	

1 	 . 

The average traffic level, 	for the demultiplexing system is the 

average of the traffic intensities of the m destinations; that is, 

1 n,  •.0- 	> 	p •  
--4 	1 

i=1 

To study the effect of destination distributions on buffer behavior, five 

. types of destination functiens'are used in the simulation model asshown in 

.Figurc 4. Further, to iSolatà the effect of message length  •of . various 

destinations on buffer behavior,.we assuMed the average message Jength 

.forvariousdestinati.onSareequal;thatiS,Z=1..The relationships 

among P
of' 

buffer sizes-, and destination distributions for selected 
e 

• 2s' and  "U's are obtained from simulation and are protrayed in Figures S 

• • and 6.. 

The expected queuing delay due to buffering during demultiplexing is 

another important parameter in considering the design of statistical 

multiplexors. Since most systems allow a very low overflow probability, 

the expected waiting time due to buffering can be approximated by that 

of an infinite waiting room queuing model with Poisson  arrivais and 

geometric service time. The expected waiting time W. for sending : 
th. 

messages to the 1 	destination is 

(4) 
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X(X12 ) 	p. (2£.-1) 
1. 	1  character-service-times (5 ) 

- 	. 	• 	
. 	,. 

. th 

	

. vehercE(X-
2
) isthesecehàmomentoftle-wiessligolongthX.fer the 1 	- 

a 	 i 

' 

	

destination. 	• . 	 , 

Since the traffic intensity and the average message length for each 
, 	• 

• destination are different, the expected queuing delay due to dcmulti- 

plexing for each destination is also different and should he computed 

from its associated traffic intensity and average message length. 

III. .Discussion  of Uesults 

• The relationships between btiffer size and buffer overflow probability 

, for selected average traffic levels, average burst lengths, and traffic 

destination. functions are . shown in Figures S and 6. For a given average - 

'message length and desired level of overflow probability, the required 

buffer size increases as the averago.traffic level increases. -  Further, 

the required buffer size varies drastically.with message destination 

functions. Comparing the.five types of traffic . destination functions used 

in our simulation,: for a given average traffic level the uniform destina- 
. 

tion . function required the smallest buffer size, and the step 2 destina- . 

tion function required  th  e largest buffer size. .This is'because both 

buffer size and queuing delay increaSe exponentially with p.. Thus for 

a given average traffic level, different types of destination functions 

yield different buffer behavior. For example, if one of the destinations 

is heavily loaded, the average traffic level of .the system could be very 

low, but an extremely large buffer .is needed. Further, the expeeted 

queuing-delay for sending messages io that heavily loaded destination 

would be very long. We notice that the effect of destination function on 

• • buffer behavior increases as average traffic leVél increases. 



o  f  buf.f.'cr hclu.vi OT 	tti on" :.,hed  J :rgh• un the 1-12"ftlionl; 

between demultipiew traffic inputs and d(mfflijplexing system pefui,i 

The Tc] Vs  show thut to minim5.ze th sy.o of the demetip:.eYing bufife .f 

and the queuing delay  the  to buffeying, we should schedule tho Inpu'cs to 

the'demultiplexor bul'fer approximate]y equally. This can be acUcvd by 

controlling the volue of input traffic to the bulTur foï• 	destna- 

tions  and  selecting the output transmision .rate of- the buffer, or both. 

In a time-sharing system, input traffic to the démultiplexor buffer is 

governed by the computer scheduling algorithm, Such  as the  process 

s.cheduling and the size of CPU quantum  time 	If we know the relationship* 

lietwen the CPU quantum time and the volume of the CPU outputs, then a 

variable quantum time scheduling algorithm would,be effective to schedule 

an equal amount of output traffic to various destinations. The process 

schedùling as well as the buffer output rate can also be changed to 

adjust the traffic intensity 	To  achieve a uni  form  traffic destination 

distribution,  we should assign high transmission rate lines to those 

destinations that have high  volumes  of traffic. 

In our simulation model, ten buffer output destinations are used, 

Since the input traffic to thé buffer is random, the  ton output destinations 

can also be viewed as tén groups:of  outputs  provided the Outputs in each 

group have approximately the same value of traffic intensity.' When a 

dermiltiplexing buffer has more than ten outputs, we could group them into 

ten groups according to their traffic intensities, and then select the 

'appropriate graphs to estimate its buffer behavior. 

This relationship depends on the computer system and program behavior in . 

question, and could be obtained via measurement or simulation 
** 
. Simulation results verified this conjecture for two.or three outputs in 

. a group 0  



, 	

Fy.rule. 

Consider the design Of a demuftiplexing sy,- -, tcm for a time-shaïlnr, 

system that employ the. stati.stical muttipàeXing technique shoun'in F5.In.  1  

input traffic to the demultipleNor is generat.ed from the computer and is 

approximated as Poif;011 arrivals. .1.1esf.age length ls approxim • ted DS 

geometrically ditribuied with 	mean of '10 chz:rocters 	Further, messnp,0 

destinations are partitioned into ten groups, and tho destination function 

is a step-like function as Shown in Figure 4e. The average traffic level is 

about 0.8. From Figure 6b, to .achieve an overflow probability  of ]Q 

. the required buffer  site  is 4 .,..850 characters. From Equation (S), the 

expected queuing delay duc tà buffering for the higher traffic destina. •  

taon  group is 271 Character-service-times and the lower traffic  destina

tion group is 35 character-service-times. Therefore, the average-service- 	' 

time is (271+35)/2 . 153 characters --s'ervice.-timcs. • Now suppose we change 

the CPU scheduling to a .  variable quantum time scheduling  ai  gorithn, By • 

assigning larger quantum times.to  those lower traffic intensity. destina-

tions, the destination function changes from a steplike function to an 

approximately uniform functien. 'From Figure 61), the required buffer size 

-5 
to achieve P

of 
z,  10 	is 2,200 characters, and from Equation (S), the 

queuing delay is 78 character-service-times. We note that both the required 

buffer size and the queuing delay due to buffering have been improved after 

changing the CPU scheduling algorithm. In a practical system design we 

should further consider the inquiry-response time constraints >  the over-

head cost of various scheduling algorithms, and the CPU throughput. 

The simulation was performed by using the GPSS program on the IBM 

360/91 at UCLA.  The  computing time required for the simulation depends 

largely on the sample size and the number of destinations used. For a 

8 



given i.t 	and à destination distribution,  th e computing time reqUired 

, 
fo:c an experiment (ih  ch  represents a. curve on the graph) of Ir 

111P,I ton destinàtions is about five minute.i, As is com:aon in  maY 

eYperiments, the results are senSitiVe to sample  s se, A l;:irgor 

yields ,a illOTO accurate estimation. 	For a compromise bc:tÀ.:u(:n :;ccurary 

the computim‘;), 	a smi.ple. 	of 10" eas. selectd for each 

experiment, 

• — V. Conclusions • . 	. . 	. . 	. 

The statistical demultinlexor consists of  .a buffer a buffer control 

unit and a switching circuit. Due to die complex output structure (:)-r 

.demultiplexing buffer, its behavior is studied via computer simulation 

Simulation results reveal that the traffic.destination function has 

drastic effect on the behavior of the demultiplexing buffer, Optimal 

buffer behavior is achieved by the  uni  form  destination function; th:It is, 

when equal:amounts of traffic arc sel'Lt to the various  destinations,  Since 

algorithm in a time-sharing system and the message 

algorithm in a distributed computer system strongly  affect the  

destination function, computer  operating sYstems and/or  messa ge  

For ‘ 

example, a variable CPU quantum time scheduling algorithm may be effective 

in producing a uni form  destination function and may yield better &multi-' 

plexing performance°. •Thus the simulation model and the results in this 

paper should serve as a guide in 'designing a demultiplexing system and in 

. planning an optimal computer communications system. 
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Enter t h e .  buffer 

lf the designated terminal is busy, join the 
message queue ;  if idle, initiate transmission 

r. 
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.) 
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As .., ign 0 destination to each message 
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i ._.....r; Co mpte  queue length of the . buffer after 
completing each message transmission • 

NO • 	 . 
----[ Exceeding experiment lirnit ? i 
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. 	Compute Overflow probabilities e  
. 	from buffer queue lengths 

The  buffer overflow probabilities  •were computed frorn the 
buffer cpeue lengths obtained from the GPSS simulation. 
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1E1ENCE: Sykes, J, S. : ANALYTICAL MODEL OF HALE-
Dtif-LEX, INTERCONNECTIONS OF COMPuTEPs, 

Tel - phone Laboratories, Inc., Holmdel, N. J. 07733. Pec'd 2/l 6/68; 

evisc:d 12/30/6d. Paper (.811'418-00M, approved by the MEE 
Data Communication Systems Committee for publication after 
sponsored presentation at thc: )968 1E):.',E International CQUICr( race  
on Communications, Philadelphia, Pa, IEEE TRANS, ON COM-

1\rIUNICATION TECHNOLOGY, 17-2, April 1969, pp.- 235-238, 

: Computer interconnection's allowing lialf-dtiplex data ' 

comimmications have been analyzed using a single-server dual-
queue model. Stoi  rage  usage for message queuing at  racla  computer 
and associated message delays au-e considered as functions of com-
munications paraincte rs. 

IrriccmucTioN 

inS.,/ 1T-H THE,' advent .  of time-sharing cOinputcrs, 
;. many systems are being planned that, inVolve the 
charige Of information between compact's. Two ex- 

(.1..;,_ei. .•,)1es of stems in which data cominunications be- 
-Ïween computers are a nec('ssity  81' 0 the following: 

J.). message. switching systems in \vhich messages 
cepted by one computer can be destined for delivery' 
a station served by another computer, 

2) large-scale inquiry-response systems in .which the 
data base exceeds the .capacity of a single computer. 
1Vhen this happens, a local computer occasionally must 
obt ain the requested information from another computer. 

In these and similar systems, the cornputers involved 
are interccumected by means of data links. The char-
acteristics of the data link chosen for a particular system 
depend on various factors and parameters: the volume 
of messages to be transmitted, the delays that can be 
tolerated, .the cost of various types of transmission 

• facilities, etc. For many systems, computers may be 
interconnected with facilities allowing half-duplex mes-
sage transmission, i.e., facilities that allow transmission 
in either direction, but in only one direction at a. time. 

This paper presents a mathematical queuing model 
that can be used to represent two computers .that 
municate in a half-duplex mode. The solution of this 
queuing model has  Tech  to formulas for estimating two 
related quantities of major in -wort:nice in a data com-
munication s,ystem: 1) the average delay of messages 

':.'1'.'71.Lititing• transmission frni-FiTc7c-onuuter to tlie é7fler 
2)- the average amount oi storage used for message. 

%oiling at each computer. These -awn-1111as are expre>„tied 

. .riiiieïroqrs1.7. =it-parameters of data coiranunica-
[ions systems. 

DEseturrroN 

Let us assume that ilt agiven system, computers i and 
j communicate in a. half-duplex mode, \\rid' sufficient 
occupancy of the data link, messages to be transmitted 
1 f.)  ( 5 )1111)0 ter  .'i win  he  dela.Yed ill a queue at  COlïI1)UteI' ?, 

;Ind vice. versa. In the remainder of this paper, the queue 
at computer i and the queue mit  computer which are 
obvilluslY interdependent, will be referred 19 as queuc  i 
and queue, j, respectively. 

In order to study the factors influencing the delay of 
messages and the storage used for message queuing, a 
single-server dual-queue queuing model has been for-
nmlate.d. The single server itt the model represents the 
dal a link that alternately allows transmission of the 
messages that accumulate in queue  and in queue j. 
The service times in the model represent the in1ervuls 
I; and ti required to transmit individual messages. For 
example, t i  is the transmissitm time of a message from 
computer to . computer j. These transmission ri-n-ies are 

d -e-t-e. rnminied. by the message. lcngths 1 ;  and 
11  and the constant transmission rates Ti MEd -r1 , since for 
each message l e  ---=-1d VT»  If Ï  is  the  average 
length of iness:•ages transmitted Tr0111. computer i to com-
puter j, 1.11010.1m average value of ti is 7i= idri. Likewise, 
if.= -Uri. 

The assumptions ufion which this application of the 
queuing:mo(lel  bus  been based are as follows: 

1) 'Poisson queue arrivals, i..è., the probability that X 
, messages join ciueue i.during.an  interval z has a Poisson 
distribution. Further, the rates .X; and X.; at Which . mes-
sages enter queue and queue j  are  constant during the 
interval approximated by the model. 

2) General service thnes, i.e., the  actual distributions 
of and 1;  in a system can be independently approxi-
mated with arbitiarily. chosen distribution funct•ions 

and F(i). These functions are assumed to have 
means  7 .  and if' and coefficients of variation c 2 (1;) and 
c 2 (t.;), respectively, where.  c2 (( ) 	(t;)fi; 2  and c2 (11) 

var 	If, for example, te is asstuned to be ex- 
ponentially distributed, .c2 (1;)'=-,- 1; if t ;  is. assumed to be 
-constant,  c2 (t) =0. • 

3. ) Reversal times, i.e., intervals of duration rej  and 
ri•. are required to switch the transmission capability 
.from queue i to queue j, and vice versa. For example, 
rij cciuld represent one or .both of. the following: a) turn-

. a.round time of the data link at the end of à transmission 
from cornputer i to computerj, b) delay within computer .  
j before a transmission to.computer •i.can begin. Intervals 
ru and r1; may be constants or they may have hide- 
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. Fig. 1. Cyclical operat ion represented by :4n0le-server 
(tuai-que LIC model. 

arrive() \vitile messages were .accumulating in the queue 
or -  were being transmitted •from it. Delay in cillent'. 
'also 'a function Of ni, the number of ines-ages that 
accumulated in queue i during the preceding interval 
Cycles of Operat inul beginning wit h n i  messages in queue i 
(ni-0,1,2,- • •) will be denoted by C (n 

. The average delay ii of ntesSages in queue i until the 
transtnission of each begins can be determined 
follows [1 el: 

P i) lr 
./[1-17,(// i)] 

ft1j 

• E 	i (n i)} 	• OD 

>7, P(i i 
ne=0 

a-verage value wit-h respect to time of 11 @I) 
sum of : delays of 	messages transmit ted 
from queue i during C(m) cycle 
average' mimber of mes.:ages ranstniti ed 
from queue i during C(n i) cycle . 
prdbability of C(n i) cycle 
average. value of sum of queue 1 message 
delays during cycle of operation 
average number of messages tr•-. ,.miue 
from queue 1 during cycle of operation. 

where 

Wi(ni) 

• 
(n 

P(n i) 
IV; 

-21-7 ; 

n et (IN 	 '11:t1IN(11.1•,;. 

imndent t11(1 arbitraril y clto:(.1L distribution  f uiictiori  

i,( ( ) ;tnd 	• ,(1). 	funetions arc! as,ainted tu have 
means  Î, and 	and eoefliciemts of variation 	and 
c 2 (rii), respect v(ly. 	• 

.1) 	lultintessm.v. transmissions, i.e., ()nec 11,  1.1'11w 1--  
111111  fn'in 	IIPP: 111 .' 1 , the (1:11:i link  i 	i1  ruvèrd 
m' in that queue luts been ('Ill il ()II ))1(t This 
means that, all message.i joining a queue .wItile Und: 

. queue is being emptied are also included in the curent 
transmission. 

A.dequate storage, i.e., sufficiont storage iS avail-
able so Und, no limit need be specified. for the queue 
length at either computer. 

A 1,‘,.pical cycle of operat ion for the mode] is shown in 
Fig. 1. At the end Of /, winch represents the interval 
required to en -ipty quette.i, reversai time  r  begins. 011 
completion of r ih  commences,- which represents the 
interval required to empty ilueue. j. Ti is followed by 
:mot her reversal time.r fi . A new cycle then begins witli 
the start, of the transmission period 	During a given 
cycle, cil heu 	Gr 'I' or both may have zern .  duration, 
since either or both queues may bu found empty. lt  lias 
been assumed that the appropriate reversai time com-
mences immediately \\lien  a given queue is found empty. • 
lf  bot)) queues are found empty during a cycle, the 
cycle dotation rectums ,to• the sum of the reversai times 
rif and 

During a typical cycle, messages a.ccumulate at. -cadi 
computer during an accumulation period after which - the 
accumulated messages are. all transmitted. As an • «- 
ample, the accumulation period. -for queue is 

•p i =.- X 	represent the intensity of 
traffic offered to queue. i. An equivalent definition for pi 

is the fraction of time that-messages ‘  are -being irons-
mitted from queue i; let Pi — X .,•7; represent the cor-
responding fraction for quetie ,j. The total fraction . of • 
time that the data link. is 1.)eing used for transmitting 
messages is therefore pii-pf—p, where p. must be less 
titan one for a .steady-state situation, to exist. 'Titus, 

— p is the fraction of lime hat the data link'is idle, i.e., 
no. messages are being transmit ted in either direction. 
The compOnents of I he.idle tinte' are the reversai 'tintes 
ri; and ru. 1f 7 is the total •tiverage :  idle t bue during. a 
cycle, the average duration of à cycle is given by 

• 

	

1 —_ p 	p 

An equivalènt expression for ."-C is 

OUTIANE OF DEi.tIVATiON • • 

Since the processing of queue 1 and queue,/ is equiva-
lent, formulas for the average delpy and the average 
storage usage cati •be 'derived for mie queue and then 
applied •to the -otiter by merely changing subscripts; 
queue i will be considered in this analysis. 

With this model, every message joining queue -  i (or 
queue j) will be delayed. The May. encountered ' .by 

• ;particular mesage depends on whether • the message 

11.1' 	ri' 	OCIF:Ïe21 	ZERO 	mi 	 141 

• •  1 n order to evaluate the quantities appearin. in 
it is helpful. to. realizb' that the vaines of P . ; 
would be unchnliged if the ,following order ef nwsf•ago 
transmission [2 1 were assuined for this alutlysi. ins ..e:ai of 

*the conventional first-come first-serVed order r. ,:rmally 
usecl in practice: the first message that joined 
during the preceding 1 is tranSmitted followed 

. that arrive during Ulis initial transmission. Any  
that arrive- during, these subsument 	 aro 
then transmitted, etc., until the "busy -period" 
by this first. me ,...sage has been completed. At 1 
the transmission of the second- of the original 
sages is begun, and a second  busy period is 
After a succession of n i  of these independe ....... 
periods, queue 1  becomes einpty. 

Since these busy periods are identically 
the density.'hinction for cadi will 'be denoted 
The average. 'deration• [3] of cadi of 

(1 
 ) 
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— Pi* 

this .  reordered  I rausti.issicei 
sho nvii that, the expressions for TiTi ancl  

(3) 

a: y 

" (1):(8) 	c—"B ; (() dl, 

q1.11)) =f u . se fixv(1), 

(4) 

(5)  

value of 

aqii(x)e 
ax 

- 
----- 	E P(iton,-)e,y ,ci 

771,0 

11=-1 

t, -1'..11 

(8) 71 — .112[1 	02(1,)] 
niNni) 

Furtliermore, 

a'aii(x,v) 
=  1i 2  (u) ax  2 	' 

u=1 

(71 ,1(x, 7/) - 

( 
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The first terni in (4) represents the average 
the sum of the delays, until the resumption of trans-
mi›..sien . frotn queue i, of all messages joining queue i 
during Ai. The second term represents the average value 
of the suM of the • delays, vhile transmission from queue 
is in prog•ess, of those messages that aecumulated during 
A i. The last term in (1) represents the average value of 
the suie of the delays of those me,s‘sages flat join queue i 

transmission from queue i is in proguess. 
substituting (4) rncl (5) into (2),.it is Annal that 

(Pluoct 	tbnl,  11/ and mi' •cre pr(t.sent, at the 
corresponding in,....tant.  iii 111 1 '' prO.Vi(JUS • cycle.. The 
pression foi., Ulis ewalitietnal probal)iiity 	u l.  \viiti(m 

i'ern!;; of the. probabilil,r « Of illdependeld. (t\'0111;-; jit 

ma.n)Ier 	 that use(' by -1,ci1)owi1m 1•1. Aft. , ..1' 
Perfurining the necusar.y 51.1111in11ions 
the folloving eNp.ression results: 

IPie(c,)%h.e("i)Gol`l'i.. (b),(1>i(n)1 	• (7 ) 

i 

Xi(1 	-I- mi. 	y) 

[3 — Xi(1 — x) 

"=.• Xi( 1  - • .x) 	À3[ 1   

.e = Xi[i — 

•i\loments of' ni and m.; can be obtained by finding 
successive derivative.s of Gii(x,y). For example; 

piE(AM 	 '
•

2nB 1_, 	j 2 	2(1 — p i) 

. 10 order to evaluate the terins of (G), expressions are 
needed for 	ü 	2 ;, and 7-1--.?., and 	Since the processing of 
queue Land queue j is equivalent, expressions need. 1)0
derived for only one queue. The required expressions for 
queue i have been found 1))' means of a generating 
(miction ('i.i(x,y) for the joint, probability P(ni,/n .i) of the 
fôllowing events: ululer steady-•state conditions, at the 
instant Ti is to begin, n i  'messages have aceutimlated in 
queue i, and in; messages have accumulai ed in queue j. 
The (cxpression for Gii(s,y) is 

en 	en 

m  E E P(n i,;):Cibimi 
„,,-. ti J .O- • 	 • 

E E 1(n i,v1;liti'mt;')P(911 l ,m;')xniymi 

iufl  

P(nonf ini'el) eepresents the following con-, 
tfitional prebability: at the beginning of T in a 
eyele, of operation, ni messages are in queue i and nt; 

-1-. fii)(1 - pi.) • 

By using the relationsiiip shown in (9), the following 
expression for ni' has been obtained: 

Xi 2 (1  — Pi)
2 

= 	 fri1 2 11 	fij2 V  -I- 2 111 J 
' ( 1 	)9) 2 	 • 	 " 

(f •+ i)Ze 

(1 — p) 2  

where 

U 	
( 1 • —  n)[1  -1- .c2 (1.  .i()( (1 — pi) 2 	'AM] 

1 	p 	2p,p;  

{ (1 - p)[1 	e(ri1)] 	2pip.i} 	• 

1 	P 	2PiP; 

{ (1 — Pi) 2P.;4[1 	c 9 ((./)] 	Pi2p.7i{l 	c 2 (4)1} 

1 — p 	2p ;pi 

in order to obtain the average  torage usage «Si, an 
expression  is require.d for the. average number of 
messages in queue i;-including the one being transmitted. 

	

i 2) = 'EU?' if+ Ti + 	. 

----- • 2 .(2 [1 -1- c2 (1.ii)] 4- j'ii11 	c 2 (i'Ji)] 

'fl/f1 2. 	fiiii2 [c 2 (t.i) - + P1] • 
-I- 2/Vif 	 . 

	

( 1  — [5) 2 	( 1  — Pi) 3 	• 

	

r + 	2  1_ fif2c2(7,ii) 

p;  p;  
e2 (Tii) 

— 

7-1, 1 	 , 

1 —. p 
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Vig. 2. End of transmission rate on average message delay 
in queue 1; transmission Lime t  not included. 

Elfect of average message length on average storage 
tsod  for queue i; message being.transmitted included.  

The expression for 	follows directly from Di, i.e., 

717; = )n.irtYi -I- 	05i 

1 (, follows (ha (.• 	in characters iS moud Io  iJÏo  

The equations presented in the, previous section van 
he used to obtain lestas such 	. those shown in 
and 3. For these lipmres it lias been aSsumed that c 2  (1 1) 
, c2 (1;)  I nt] d c7(r,7) 1i) . 

Fig. 2 shows how the average queue (101:1 7")-i  is in.- 
.flueneed by -varions transmission rates t should bc 
remembered that dOubling  r and ri but keeping p 
constan ,resti1(.., in the traw3In'ision, of twiee as nuuly 
message characters: As p approaches zero, Di  approache , 

 onelialf of 7, the sum 'of the average roveu,altimes. Fig. 
3 shows the storage usage values S i  as -a. function of p 
for three values Of the average message length  T.  

Manv et-lier  figures could also be shown. For example, 
either Di or- -Si. could be Plot ted as a function of C, the 
average interval between siiccessive transmissions of 
polling characters by the "l'aster" computer. Another 
figure could show how  S  increases as a func1ion of the 
total average reversai time  I. . . 
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Communications Processor . Hardware  

As has . been pointed out in the volume 1. 'on 

Computer Considerations, a time-sharing system can basically 

be viewed as an:operating syStem, a CPU with associated 

memory, peripherals, software and Most notably a collection 

of terminals that remotely interface with it. 

Computer 

Instal-

lation 
users 

> Communications. Processer.Functions 

It is obvious, then, that part of the process to 

take advantage of the computer power in the installation must 

be associated with collecting the data at the terminals and 

assembling the information for time-shared processing. This 

is what is called communications processing. Briefly then 

the communications processor is that part of the computer 

installation that performs the following functions: 

- assembles and identifies data words that 

are received from the remote terminals, 

- detects transmission errors, 

- does code conversion (i.e. to handle different 

types of terminais),  

- assembles terminal messages in.associated buffers 

in memory. 



4.  

7 edits terminal messages as activation characters 

are  deteCted (i.e. rubout, backspace ;  escape, 

delete 1ine); • 

- notifies scheduler of status of tasks  i.e. 

BOA - End of Address* (beginning Of  message) 

 BOT - End of Text (end of message). 	• 

A  •ime shared installation implements these 

functions in ways that vary between tWo extremes. These 

are: 

- a device called the terminal cOntroller 

(T.C.) the first function above and the 

. CPU performs all other functions or 

- the T.C. performs the first function and 

a separate computer performs all other 

functions notifying the host computer of 

the status of various users (terminals). 

The T.C. is the common control element central to 

the effective running of a time shared 

installation. 

Terminal Controllers 

Terminal controllers are essentially multiplexers 

with buffers associated with the output channels, address 

and data registers associated with the input and a single 

interrupt line connected to the host computer. Schematically 

a terminal controller is shown in Figure 1. 



T. 

T. 

Interrupt Terminal 
Controller 

R. 

DATA<---------= T. 

R. 	III  

Terminals 

T. 	111 
R. 0 

(T.C.) 

95 

Figure 1. 

In Figure 1, each I/O  line to a remote terminal 

is connected to a pair of Transmit (T) and Receiver .  (R) 

registers. When a character is received in a register the 

hardware loads the address register appropriately, transfer 

the character to the data register and raises the interrupt 

to notify the communications processor that a character has 

been received. It is the responsibility of the CPU to "get" 

the character before another character arrives at the T.C. 
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Types of Terminal Controllers 

There are basically two types of terminal 

contrellers, namely non:programMable and programmable'. 

In a non programmable TC (e,g. IBM.7270X series), 

each  "port" is hard wired to handle. a single data type and 

speed; for example for 

parallel data transfer 

serial asynchronous data 

serial synchronous data: 

• 	In'a programmable TC (e.g. IBM-3705), each I/O.  

line may be different in,data rate and transmission mode. 

Communications Processor donfigurations 

There are also three  basic communications 	• 

proCessor configurations; which are described below using 

schematics. 

Type 1:  Computer-Terminal Controller 

e.g. IBM 360/50 and 2703 T.C. 



data I .0 . P Memory T.  C. 

CPU 

-.9 

The scheduler in the 360/50 is interrupted' 

by the 2703 each time a character is received. It must 

then get the character, buffer it,. do any necessary 

code conversions and check for activation characters. 

Type 2: Computer - I/O  Processors T.C. 

e.g. CDC-6600 and T.C. with I/O processor 

terminals 

- In this configuration a device called the I/O 

processor—takes some of the functional load  off the  CPU. 

It is a very primitive computer that can be programmed to 

read and write data directly into the core of the computer. , 

 The I/O  processor associates terminaladdresses with buffers 

in core but leaveS all further communications proèessing to 

the main CPU. 

Type 3: Computer - Communications Computer.- Term.  Controller  

e.g. PDP-11/45 and 11/05 T.C. 
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peripherals 11/45 

memory 

status 

data 

memory 

The communications  processor functions are all 

handled by the 11/05. Since data associated with terminal 

I/0 is stored in the 11/05, a "handshaking" discipline must 

be set Up between the 11/45 and 11/05, to nôtify the'scheduler 

in' ,the main processor of terminal status. . Both data and 

status transfer occur between the two computers. The 

preceeding is only a brief outline-of the hardware aréhi.- 

tecture of varfous time-Shared computers., 
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Coàrminuaikafion -C©afirf'd.. ty  Counpeeir 

• - 	4.[InuTàdiudlion • . 
MICHAEL J. TOWNSEND 
sub. of GTE Information Systems, Inc./Tempo Computers Div. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is the author's objective to introduce the communications-oriented reader to the 

importance of computer-controlled communication: hovv it is accomplished, its extreme 

economy if properly applied, and wherein lie the major applications of this important 
technology. 

A BIT OF BACKGROUND 

The gjowth of data cornmunicatiôns, in terms of 
equipment installations and carrier facility usage, 
has been thoroughly documented, debated, and 
analyzed. Not as well considered, however, has 
been the changing relationship between •  data-
communications  technology and the data-
processing world. Y •et,  changes in that relationship 
are. largely responsible for data communication's 
explosive growth. 

Early computer applications were designed 
around straightforward batch tasks, for the most 
part requiring little movement of information into 
or out of the computer's immediate environment. 
Since those early  applications,  two decades have 
passed and billions of dollars have been spent. Now 
computer hardware and software are enormously 
more powerful and sophisticated, and the . tasks to 
which computers are being applied are tremen-
dously more complex. 

This complexity takes many forms, but of 
interest here is that now there are greater and 
greater demands . for remète data collection; for 
delivery of computer outputs to a wider and wider 
audience; and for the availability of real- time 
responsiveness. 

This is the reason for the growing reliance on 
data communications by data-processing system 
designers. Large computers have become the major-
ity users of data-communications technology. But, 
as indicated, the relationship is changing: in-
creasingly, computers are being used to manage the 
communication process, as well as to  reap its 
benefits. 

S ômetimes this  communication-management 
function resides within the user computer. in other 
cases,' computers are 'dedicated to communication 
Management. Dedicated computers can stand by 
themselves, as in - conventional message-sWitching 
systems, or they can be specialized appendages to 
.soine larger computer and be either locally or 
remotely located. 

VVhatever the case, it is the involvement of the 
computer — its programs, peripherals, and compu- 

tational power — in communication control that 
permits precise, autômatic coordination of infor- 
mation flôw. As data-processing systems grow 

Remember that computers are intricate 
devices, and that their care and feeding is a 
burden not to be assumed lightly. 

more complex, this control becomes more and 
•more necessary to the system designer's objectives. 

. As a result, the aggregate transmission.capability 
of modems connected to the Bell Syst,em has risen 
from about 250,060 characters per second (cps) in 
1962, to nearlY 10,000,000 cps today. The fore-
cast is for a capacity of 100,000,000 cps by the 
end of 1975. 

Computer-cOntrolled communication has itself 
evolved considerably in the past decade. Starting 
with the pioneering adventures in replacing torn-
tape and selectiVe-calling functions,- the technology 
has  advanced  to thé point where literally thousands 
of computers .are now used exclusively in the 
communication-management process. Such applica-
tions will grow nearly ten-fold in the next five 
years. 

CONTEMPORARY FACTORS 

What's presently happening in the data coin-
munications and computer industries? 

Growth 

Foremost in people's minds, of course, is the 
enormous growth referred to previously. Modems 
and acoustic couplers are presently being installed 
at the rate of about one every working minute of 
the year. Other communication expenditures vary 
in  proportion to the arriount of transmission 
capability. 

Less well understOod, however, is that data rates 
are increasing over most Channel types also. This is 
a crucial point because, as data rates increase and 
available bandwidth is more effiCiently utilized, 
communication-control problems increase. Con- 



l uger computers, •so that :their centralized re-
sources einbrace as much of the logic mechaniza-
tion of a data-processing system as feasible.. 

LuMping everything together in a massive 
central-processing unit frequently results in low 
efficiency 'in the execution of those functions not 
central to the designers'-intent. Unfôrtunately, 
communication-control functions are all too often 
in this category. 

System Integrity 

As  communication;  applications grow; as termi-
nals,  modems, and the like are spread throughout 
the United States; as computers get bigger and 
bigger; the problem Of systein integrity becômes of 
paramount concern. 
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trast, for instance, the difficulty in communicating 
with a conventional 110-baud teleprinter terminal 
With that of a 1200-baud CRT display terminal.. 

The more complex • the communication process, 
the more expensive the mechanization of com-
munication 'control -becomes, and the more the 
need for cost-effective use of computer flexibility. 
Thus, as complexity increases the demand for 
programmable control grows. 

Carriers 

As the demand fôr more data communication 
equipment and circuits •  grows, the carriers 
— common and specializ.ed are struggling to keep 
up. Already, experts are forecasting that by the 
end of this decade the amount of data traffic on 
the nation's telephone networks will exceed thè 
amount of Voice traffic. 

As proposals for various types of specialized 
carrier services  multiply, the common' carriers 

. ..themselves are hastening to acid new services, 
equipment, and capabilities' of their -own. In this 
sense, at least, competition in this industry- is 
beginning to benefit the ultimate user. Thé  dark 
cloud surrounding this silver lining; however, is the 
effect increased traffie loads — both data and 
voiCe — are ,  having on existing facilities. Planned 
some years ago, a number of telephone facilities 
are already strained to capacity. 

The resulting delays,' error rates, and outright 
breakdOwns in areas .of traffiC concentration have 
tended to inhibit the growth of communication 
applications. Gradually, these , problems will be 
rectified, of course, but progress in - the telepho' ne 
industry takes longer than in the' computer in-
dustry, by a significant margin. 

• . . in niany cases overall ÉDP system 
organization relegates communication 
functions to a relatively low priority. 

rmeirmsreariacmernsizrusi 

Large Computer Design Trends 

Just as early common-carrier planning .  largely 
ignored future data-communication requirements, 
so did early  computer  'designs. Although the 
computer  industry is rapidly acquiring the special 
skills necessary to cope with real-time applications, 
in many cases overall EDP system organization 
relegates communication functions to a relatively 
low priority. Inevitably this leads to a low effi-
ciency, both in the utilization of the network 
connected to the large computer , and in the 
execution of communication functions within the 
computer and its terminals. 

This is low efficiency by design default, and can 
usually be traced to a fundamental characteristic of 
large computers. For the sort of tasks most large 
computers are used, the bigger the computer. the 
lower the cost of doing a given job. While there are 
all sorts of qualifications to this maxim, the 
tendency remains to design and install larger and 

the entire fife-blood of a company may 
flow 'through its  computer and communi-
cation Systems . 

In the days when  the EDP system provided a 
helping hand to an otherwise manual .accounting 
department, failure of that system was less than a 
corporate catastrophe. Those days are fading fast; 
frécitiently, the entire life-blood of a company may 
flow through its computer and communication 
'systems, and outages for more than a few seconds 
or minutes may spell disaster. 

Computers  differ from communication networks 
in types Of failùré; the problems of system in-
tegrity are far harder to solVe when the cômputers 

-are used to control the communication process. 
System designers are finding it neceSsary to be 
more and More preoccupied with questions of 
reliability, maintainability, error deteetion, fault 
recovery, critical • element .redundancy, data-base 
privacy, etc. 

Fig. 1 Teleprocessing system organization. 

ORGAN! ZATI ON.OF TELEPROCESSI NG SYSTEMS 

Large data-processing systems that use datd 
communications perform a variety of functions. 
only some .of which relate to the actual control o( 

-communications. Understanding where communi-
cation -functions stop and other EDP function,. 
begin — in other words, the true extent of com-
munication involvement by the data-processing 
system — is vital to this article's subject. 

ICommued an paw., 
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COMMUNICATION CONTROL (Continued from ppge 34) . 

Figure 1 shows a routine arrangement a data- . 
 Processing system,,Ii:trans•tnission facility cOnsisting 

of Modems and • (in  this case) telephone lines ., and a. 
terminal.• The entire complex is termed a tele-
Processing systein. 

The data-processing sYstem itself is shown with a 
major portion emphasized: communication inter-
faces and control units, interconnecting channels, 

. communication monitor and - application software, 

.etc. This part of the data-processing system, 
together with the modems, lines and terminals, is 
the data communication subsystem. The key point 
in Figure 1. is that messages flow across the 
boundaries of the data-pommunicatiOn subsystem, 
into and out of the non-communication portion of 
the data processing system, and into 'and out of the 
terminals. 

By contrast, the transmission façility itself deals 
only with information — in the fundamental sense, 
l's and O's — to be transferred  from  one part of 
the data-communication subsystem - to another. 
The distinction is  that  messages  - are organized 
information — organized fàr transmission purposes, 
and for their subsequent non-communication use. 

From this come the f011owing fundamental 
definitions: we speak of. transmission as the process 
of transferring information from one - point to 
another. When We  wish to •organize and manage 
that process in order to move messages from one 
point to another we are engaging .in communica-
tion,-  and  all  the system elenients that contribute 
directly to that objective are part -  of the data-
communication -- control function of the tele-
processing system. • 

The simplifications in Figure 1 do not alter the 
basic definition of communicatiôn control. For 
example, in place of the terminal . at one end of the 
transmission facility there inight well be .another 
data-processing system, vvith its own 'set of com-
munication interfaces, programs, etc. Also, trans-
mission facilities typicàlly. are far môre complex 
than that shoNvn.. Switched connections, multidrop 
configurations, etc., add transmission complexity 
but do not .alter the ftmction: (It has been through 
ignoring.  the vital distinction between transmission 
and communication that many early mistakes were 
made in applying and planning for on-line, real-
time systems. These require an 'intricate orchestra-
tion  of • computer hardware, .operating systems, 
application programs; transmission .facilities, termi-
nals, communication .executives, human...operators 
and the like; they are not achieved by hooking 
modems to the accounting department's 
computer.) .  

COç.1:t;\11r.,), -(10i! 	 17-M,ICT)ONS 

With  à teleprocessing-system organization as 
described above, there are limitless opportunities 
to use the data-processing system's computer to 
control the communication  proceSs — or to employ 
dedicated computers to the same end. In either 
case, .if computers are to be used, what will they 
do? 

Colititmitit:;-;ticil 	 ' 

• 

*All : »Communication «processes, -whatever their. 
degree of complexity and means of implementa-
tion, involve a nested -procedural hierarchy. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2. • 

. The inner procedure in this nest  is  message 
transfer and is, of course, the whole point of data 
communications.  But, before  message  transfer can 
take place a circuit must be established that 
provides electrica l -. connection between two or 
more parties, each potential  communicants.  

Having provided a connected circuit, it is also 
necessary to establish a /ink, - or logical path, 
between two particular  parties who wish to corn-
municate. Since the circuit can (in principle) bring 
.together any number of parties , for potential. 
communication, the link relates a particular pair by 
providing  positive  identification, each to the other, 
and defining .  the .terms under which  communica-
tion  is to proceed, e.g., who sends and who 
receives.  • -•- 

Clearly, before• two  different parties can corn-
municate, an existing link  must be dis-established 
and another-established. If the process requires a 
party or parties not part of the existing circuit, 
they  must be disconnected and new ones con-

'fleeted.  All  of this niay . seem obvious, but it is 
emphasized here for an -important rea.s6n that may 

, not be apparent.immediately. 

Computers ... are exasperatingly intolerant. 

W.hen  communication  •procesSes are not auto-
mated, human operators are responSible for circuit 
conneCtion and, sornetimes,, link establishment. 
More importantly ., 'they' are also responsible for 
coping'. with , failures, 'breakdowns,  •  and other 
aberrant 'behavior of the network ,during these 
procésses. 

FOrtunately, humans are 'remarkably tolerant. Of 
aberrant behaviôr and are  capable.  of amazing 
amounts of compensative action. Computers', on 
the other hand, are exasperatingly 'intolerant. In 
fact, they are . onlY capable of dealing with un-
expected' , behavicir of à portion of the tele-
processing system whèn a. programmer or engineer 
has—anticipated the prOblem• in  the first place, 
something of a contradiction in terms. 

Converting ,unconsciOUS or • routine human 
reactions. into precis e .  computer routines is a tricky 
business, requiring considerable experience and 
effort. The geat majority,  of  energy expended in 
automating cominunicatiOn control - is devoted to 
coping in advance, as nearly as possible, with 
strange or faulty - behaviour .of • the communication 
subsYsteni. . 

Since much of this concern is concentraLed in 
the tWo outer procedures in Figure 2, a clear 
understanding of the hierarchy is essential. 

(.".;:iii -init(ition-Proci)ss Control 

Within the framework of the activities described : 
above', a number of functions must be performed 



by a - computer 
O 
 communi cation 

functions may 
application and 
the computer. 

in order that it control -  the total . 
process. A number of other • 

he  performed, depending' on  the 
the  extent of control .exercised by 

Fig. 2 Communication procedures heirarchy. 

Table 1 contains a list of the functions generally 
associated with communication control. While not 
exhaustive, the list is at least indicative of the 
many dimensions of communication control. The 
list is arranged so that the simplest, most funda-
mental functions are at the top and the most 
complex are at the bottom. As one might expect, 
those functions at the top are common to nearly 
all communication systems, vvhile those close to 
the bottom are more specialized, more variable 
from one application to the next, and less likely to 
appear in simpler systems. 

TABLE 1 
COMMUNICATION-CONTROL t_11\ICTIONS 

LOW-LEVEL FUNCTIONS 

Interface Signalling 

Bit Synchronization 

Character Synchronization 

Character Assembly/Disassembly 
Connection Control 
Polling/Selection/Contention 

Terminal Control 
Message Assembly 
Error Detection and Control 
Code Conversion 

Data Compression/Expansion 
Job-based Routing 

Y 	Network Performance Monitoring/Analysis 
Terminal Testing 

HIGH-LEVEL FUNCTIONS 

Address/Based Routing 
Oueueing/Dequeueing 

• Prioritization 

Reconfiguration Control (Network, Computer) 
Fail-Soft Functions 
Time Control/Recording 
Format Control 
Format Conversion 
Communication File Maintenance 

Each function in Table 1 is explained below, 

O Interface signalling refers to handling the many 
individual signals at the interface between the 
transmission  facility and 1 the computer or 
terminal. In the more complex situations, there 
can be as many as a dozen individual control 
signals per circuit. 

O Bit synchronization is the proCess of detecting 
. the timing of the floW.of information across the 
transmission-facilitY boundary. Asynchronous 
operation requires that this be done in the 
computer or tertninal; synchronous 'operation 
implies that the transmission facility is respon-
sible for bit-rate timing detection. • 

O Charac  ter  sYnchronization involves the deteetion 
of character boundaries in incoming data. 

O Character assembly/disassembly provides a con-
version from the serial nature of the trans-
mission facility to the parallel organization of 
the computer and the terminal. 	, 

O Connection control includes - dialing and 
ans,wering, Whether automatic or manual. It can 

• alsb involve intricate manual patching or line-
: switching operations for dedicated or private 

circuits. 
é Polling is the process of seqUentially addressing a 

series of terminals on thè same circuit, to permit 
them to transmit. Selecting (or calling) is the 
reverse process. • Contention  resolution  is• re-
quired when two or more parties have the 
opportunity to communicate over the -same 
circuit at the same,time... • . 

O Terminal control includes the functions neces- 
• sary t& exercise the various capabilities of 

whatever terminals are in use. For  example, in a 
CRT display terminal these might include cursor 
control or hard-copy printouts.  • , 

é Message assembly involves the accumulation of 
characters', • blocks, records, or other message 
components until a complete, coherent message 
has been received and verified. 

O Error detection and  • Control refers to both 
routine and nonroutine sources of errors: 
randbm line hits, for instance on the one hand, 
or total line dropouts or misconnections on the 
other hand. Properly executed, error control can 
involve highly seephisticated recovery pro-
cedures, depending on the error and the extent 
to which it has propagated through the tele-
processing system. 	• • 

c. Code conversion  is•.a necessity in any extensive 
teleprocessing system; there are a dozen  major 
transmission codes presently in use. Curiously, 
thé most widely used code is also the oldest: 72 
years Older than the first electronic computer!* 

o 
 

Data compression and expansion involves the 
removal, and subsequent restoration, of redun-
dant data; it permits more efficient utilization of 
transmission facilities', although frequently at 
the expense of more complex communication-
control equipment. , 

O Job-based routing  permit s messages to be routed 
to different locations or resources according to 
the task to be performed on them, or according 
to the function that produced them. 

O Network-perfornzance monitoring and analysis 



gives the teleprocessing system user the infori 
mation necessary to optimize the use (hence 
minimize the cost) of his communication net-
work: traffic statistics, line-performance 
histories, connectiOn perforriaance, etc. 

* Terminal testing lets the user spot trouble and, 
in some cases, deduce its appropriate cure from 
à central site. This is especially important where 
the network is extensive, or where thé terminals 
are far from a competent source of diagnosis. 

O Address-based routing — the essence of message 
svvitching ---.-• causes messages to be dispatched, 
routed, logged, or stored according to self-
contained addresses or directory information. 

• ilieueing is the process of arranging messages in 
transmission order, particularly when they are 
produced by  diverse  job ftmctions or received 
from diverse sources within the teleprocessing 
system. 

e Prioritization inyolYes applying priority criteria 
to the queueiiig function, above, so that the 
more important messages get transmitted or 
otherwise acted on first. 

O Reconfiguration control is necessary for systems 
... containing redundant elements, and capable of 

a u to ma ti cally operating around a failed 
component. This involves fault  détection, 

 reconfiguration, recovery and, finally, system 
restoration. 

e Fail-soft (or Fail-safe —Ed.) functions are used 
•to keep portions of a teleprocessing system, such 
as terminals, operating when a major element 
has failed, e.g., the main computer itself. 

e Time control and recording permits accurate 
auditing of communication transactions, and is 
vital to successful recovery from certain types of 
failures and errors. 

* Forma t-control  functions allow the 
data-processing system to guide data-entry 
procedures at remote terminals, by interacting in 
a variety of ways with the human operators as 
they enter the data. 

e Format conversion involves the restructuring of 
messages prepared in one format into another. 
Depending on the formats involved, this can be 
extremely. difficult but diversity of tasks and 
users in a system may make it unavoidable. 

O Communication-file management is employed in 
the most extensive communication systems to 
organize, manipulate, and maintain the corre-
spondingly extensive files of communication 
transactions, in order to permit efficient and 
accurate retrieval, updating; and dispose 

Within a computer system it is important to 
make a distinction between low-level and high-level 
functions. In the latter category lie those functions 
whose implementation in the computer usually 
involves substantially higher expense than the 
former category: more extensive facilities, and far 
higher design costs. 

Since the high-level functions tend to be more 
specialized, commonality of design and implemen-
tation from one system to the next is much less  

feasible.. Thus, high-level. communication control 
tends to be a custom-design project, and therefor.. 
tends to • cost more, have more undetected:design 
flaws, be less completely.  documented and under-
stood, and be•harder to change. . 

With the significant :  increase in investment 
repreSented by mOving from the low-level domain 
to the 'high-level ..dornain of automated communi-. 
cation control, there comes a* heightened concern 
for system reliability and, integrity. Hardware 
redundancy, autômatic fault detecticin, dynamic 
reconfiguration, etc., are tools frequently used to 
preserve- the benefits of the high-level of com-
munication control. TheSe, in turn, serve further to 
complicate the «computer system and add to its 
'cost. 

WHY USE COMPUTERS? 

Early communicatiOn-system controllers were 
strictly non-programmable; in fact, some were (and 
Still are) mechanical; What are the reasons for 
changing from these conventional schemes to the 
use of computers for controlling communications? 

Essentially, the reasons fall intà two categories: 
(1) concentration Of resotirces, and (2) flexibility. 

Concentration of Resources 

Communication-control and data-proéessing 
functions tend to be .highly repetitive: in multi-
ple-circuit teleprocessing systems, what you do for 
one line must pretty well be done for all of the rest 
of the lines, or •perhaps each :  message or each 
Character. Since such functions are repetitive it is 
possible to devôte a single physical resource to 
their performance, executing each very rapidly in 
order to handle the demands of a large nuMber of 

.characters, or Messages. This, of course, is 
just what most computers are designed to do. As a - 
result the system, designer has at his disposal a 
phySiCal resource  more ekpensiVe than a nonpro-
grarrimable Controller for a small number of lines, 
Characters, or messages, but much less expensive 
for the larger  jobs,  where n o n pro gr a mma bl e 
approaches represent significant duplication of 
hardware. 

This important cost relationship is shown in 
Figuré 3, where thé cost of communication control 
by twb techniques in a hypothetical application is 
related to system size or complexity. System 
complexity might be measured in a . number  of  
'ways: number of lines, throughput, amount of 
high-/eve/ control açtivity required, etc. Not ali 
measures of system complexity result in this 
relationShip, but it happens often enough to be 
enormously useful. 

Clearly  the  potential application . of communi-
cation controllers  in real communication systems 
must  be scrutinized individually to deterinn.' 
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COMMUNICATION CONTROL (Corttinuedfrom page 3 8 ) 

Fig. 3 Comparative costs, programmable versus non-programmable 
communication controllers ,  

where they might lie on a diagram such as Figure 3. 
In evaluating the cost of any communication 

controller, programmable or otherwise, the total 
expense must be assessed. In the case of program-
mable devices, this must include program main-
tenance and the relatively high cost of acquiring 
and maintaining in-depth familiarity. For , non-
programmable controllers, the cost of the device's 
relative inflexibility and difficulty in expansion 
(see below) must be assessed. 

Computer Flexibility 

The number of ways the flexibility of the 
modern digital computer can be utilized in the 
control of communication is almost without limit. 
Some of the most prévalent uses are outlined 
below. 

G Terminal Flexibility.  Computers  permit 
Communication users to select from' a wide 
variety of terminal types, communication 
procedures, data rates, codes, formats, 
transmission techniques, etc.' BY contrast, 
nonprogrammable controllers are inevitably 
restricted by their initial design to a particular 
set of terminal types. 

• Network Expansion and Modification. Since 
computers concentrate most of their  hard-
ware  cost in the central processor and related 
peripherals; the expense of adding lines, 
changing or upgrading terminal types, etc., is 
relatively small compared to nonprogram-
mable controllers. 

• Fail-Soft Effects. Control of communications 
by dedicated computers permits caretaker 
operation of a network, including its termi-
nals, when the large EDP computer has failed 

• or is otherwise out of service. These effects 
can include the transmission of standby 

• messages to  terminal  operators, the collection 
of inputdata on behalf of the large computer, 
.the  provision  of -alternate -access to data bases, 

• etc.—Thèse' functions May be . performed by 
either -local or remote communication com-
puters. 

• Error Control; Traffic .Protection. Pro-
grammability of communication control 
pernits the use of more elaborate and sophis-
ticated forms'  of  error control•and fault 

. recovery "7 or even the provision of error 
control where none preViously existed, as in 
the substitution of a côncentrator for a 
hardwired multiplexer. 

•• Communication Management. About the only 
practical way of keeping track of the con-
dition and quality of cOmmunication lines in 
a multi-line system is by means of a corn- 

- puter. Its ability to store events and analyze 
error'. statistics is eSsential to, developing, 
promptly, an adeqUate 'picture of communi-
cation-line  performance. 

O Large-Computer • Economies. With a 
programmable communication:  controller 
(Particularly a front-end controller; see 
below), a number of economies can be 
achieved  in the large EDP  computer  'With 
which it is associated. These economies 
depend on a judicious partitioning of 
communication functions between the ded-
icated computer and -  the large. machine, in 
order to optimize the behavior of the 
complete system. No two systems are the 
sanie,. of course, but some of the savings in 
the' large' corriputer, ,that can be , realized 
inclu de :‘ in terrupt-processing-load  relit 1: 
memory savings; channel-traffic savings; and 

• 
 

background-prOcessing-load relief. In this last 
. example are included important economies 
that can be realized by. relocating high - level 
communication-control functions to a ded-
icated communications computer. 

TYPES OF 'COMMUNICATION CONTROLLERS 

At one time, communication Control by 
computer' 1>vas.  alinost 'Synonytnous with message 
switching and, indeed, several contemporary 

. communication-oriented computer designs are 
based on' time-honored' Message-switching princi-
ples. • 

Nevertheless, the 1970's will see the advent of 
the small :dediçated computer in communication 
control -applications. Figure 4 indicates the fore-
casted:growth  of. such installations. 

Among this growing population there are five 
distinct categOries of use, explained below. 

FRONT-END COMMUNICATION .CONTROL-
LERS. ,These are computers connected directly tà 
a large EDP machine, nstially by  means' of one of 
the latter's input/output channels or ports. Amon' 
other things, front . ends provide the user with 
increased terminal • flexibility, communication 
operation, -and the opportunitY to absorb many 
communication functions 'normally. performed, 
sorrietimes very inefficiently; by the large machine. 

(Continued on palc, 



COMMUNICATION CONTROL (Continued from page 60) 

Fig. 4 Estimated installed base of small-computer communication 

systems, 1969-1976. 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

YEAR 

REMOTE-DATA CONTROLLERS. These are 
also called intelligent-batch terminals, •  and are 
designed to replace ordinary remote-batch term-
inals to provide data preprocessing, higher-
performance peripheral devices (printers, card 
readers, etc.), faster . data rates, or other enhance-
ments to conventional batch terminal operation. 

REMOTE COMMUNICATION CONTROL-
LERS. Computers are sometimes located at sites 
remote from the large EDP computer, for purposes 
of providing an intermediate level of communi-
cation control on behalf of the large rnachine. 
These usually are justified by the resulting savings 
in network costs and in the ability to extend error 
control to remote locations. Concentrators fall into 
this category, as do such relatively new applica-
tions as intelligent CRT display terminal control-
lers. 

STAND-ALONE COMMUNICATION 
CONTROLLERS. These include the various types 
of message switches presently in use and yet to be 
installed. Typically such systems require extensive 
planning involving multiple processors, consider-
able high-level. functional performance, extreme 
measures in the protection of traffic, etc. They are 
stand-alon e systems in that message switching is 
their primary purpose, and while there may be 
connections to one or more large EDP machines, 
the relationship is more remote than the previous 
categories. . 

LINE-SWITCHING SYSTEMS. More and more 
often, telephone companies and other carriers (and  

some industries) are experimenting \vith the use of 
.computers in and circuit-switching  applica-
tions, where  •. the i:computère --  

•enhanced, more dustdmized switchink functicihs;', 

VVHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR 

Despite the fairly enthusiastic picture painted in 
this  discussion, the use of computers to control 
communications is• not without a set of unique 
problems. 

... don't use a computer for communication 
control if the job can be handled efficiently in 
some other way. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE. Computer applications are 
the easiest thing in the world td go overboard into, 
and unless the user is careful, he can get involved in 
a cyclic justification that goes something like this: 
"I.  know communication is cornplex and my needs 
unpredictable, sO I'll use à Computer to control the 
whole thing, taking advantage" of its flexibil-
ity . . . but . ,now that I have à computer, I'll houe 
to expand and ComPlicate My network, tern?inals, 
etc., in order to fake best advantage of the 
Computer." 

A gooçl rule of thumb is this: don't use a 
computer for communication control if the job can 
be handled efficiently in some other way — making 
necessary allowances for  the  requirement and cos( 
of the humans that interface with the system, the 
need to expand and otherwise hedge against the 
future, etc. 

Remember that  computers  are intricate devices. 
and that - their care and feeding is a. burden not to 
be assumed lightly. 

WHERE'D HE GO? A persistent problem in any 
e d - us er - oriented application  •  of computers.  
communication control" included, is the problem of 
the vanishing salesman: once the concept  is born, a 

. procurerrient made, and a delivery and installation 
accomplished — Where is the necessary support? 

Be objective in evaluating your total needs and 
your own strengths and wealçnesses, and deal only 
with a computer or system vendôr capable of 
providing .whatever you lack, not just hardware or 
perhaps, an initial turnkey system. 

WHERE'D THEY  GO? Another persistent. 
problem in the sm.all computer industry (well,  for  
that matter, in the large coMpUter industry, t00 !) 
is that of the disappearing . venclor. Deal only \Y-ith 
vendors whom you have good reason to believe \vili 
be in business — the SAME business — for the life 
of your - product. 

Despite your best efforts, careful investigatioc 
of . track record, the most  exhaustive and objecti ,,, 
specifications, you are best assured of a commur.1 
cation-control computer you will be satisfied with 
if yciu obtain it from a yendor who \vill depend  on 

 your satisfaction for hiS >  future business — from 
you  and  from others. • 
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In soma systems the  central  processor spends too much time 
fieldin0 communications inputs. Here HAL D',..:.CKER of Honeyvvell's 
Information Systems division talks about the special functions of a system 
specifically tailored to ease communications 

nattr\\.7o[rko 
In large scale teleprocessing systems,  the  communi-
cations netWork can impose much overhead on a 
central processor trying to . cope with random incom-
ing, data. Often  the • central computer spends more 
time receiving information' than procesSing it. One 
solution is to add à second computer to handle the 
communication inputs.' But the: price/performance 
ratio of the total system usually worsens. A com-
munications computer must be designed and op-
timized for its particular task. 

Just what functions should a communications com-
puter perform? An evaluation indicated the follow-
ing key tasks: 

o free-standing administrative message switching 
o front-end communications processing for re-

mote batch systems 
o remote concentration 
An examination Of specific methods and experi-

ences for fulfilling these functions will demonstrate 
the major concepts that go into a communications-
oriented processor. 

Early in the development phase, attempts were 
made to define thé above Communications functions 
and other related tasks; and to design a specific com-
puter for each. But this approach was later aban-
doned ,because the functions overlap, and becatise 
the communications  processor often performs two or 
more tasks concurrently.. - 

In order to provide a single system that could be 
applied to any data cemmunications task, and to ac-
complish an optimum price/performance ratio, a 
modular, building-block approach was adopted. This 
resulted in a system composed of four basic subsys-
tems: communications, processor, memory, and pe-
ripheral 

The communications subsystem accommodates all 
five standard line classifications: 

o low-sPeed asynchronous 
medium-speed asynchronous 

• 1;....dium-speed synchronous 
low/medium-speed parallel 

• high-spced synchronous 
The basic element of the communications subsystem 
is a plug-in unit that will accept eombinations of 
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channels up ,to a maximum of 32 full-. duplex, low-
speed asynchronous; 16 full-dttplex medium-speed 
(aSynehronous or synchrenous); or  •  16-parallel 
channels. 

Bit rate,. code level, and where needed, synchro-
nizatien character's may be selected by the system 
softWare. This flexibility enables the system to pro-
vide a given grade of service to the terminal environ-
ment with fewer channels. 

For example, a loW7speed asynchronous channel . 
 may interface with a Model 35 Teletype operating at 

110 bps at one time, and with a Model 37 Teletype 
operating .at 150 bps at another. The ability to vary , 
channel parameters eliminates the often encountered 
problem of a terminal being denied access because 
the only open channels in the system are fixed to 
operate at a different speed. 

Each channel - in a communications module has 
loop-back capability. Should the processor detect 
faulty operatien  on a channel, it can connect the 
transmit and receive Sides of the communications. 
channel, 'and send out a character sequence  on the 
transmit side to see if the same sequence is observed 
on the receive side. This action'enablès the system 
to determine whether the fault is  in the channel. If 
it is, 'the precessor Will remove the channel froni 
service and send an aPpropriate message to the net-
work supervisory station. The system can accept up 
to eight communications modules giving a maximum 
of 252 full-duplex, low-speed, asynchronous chan-' 
nels; 126  full-duplex, i medium-speed channels; or 
combinations of the two. - 

.The processor' subsystem uses an instruction set 
of abotit 100 commands--many of them character-
processing instructions-7—to facilitate the, character-
by-character processing function,  an  inherent require, 
ment in the data communications environment. Since 
the system memory is word-oriented, the need to 
pick up a word, shift or mask off the unwanted char-
acter (s) and position the desired character so it can 
be processed is elhninated. Diagnostic commands 
which permit .the processor to exercise malfun,7tion-
ing elements of the system and determine what cor-
rective action is required are also inCluded in the 
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In early data communications systems, a single batch processor was used to 
process data, and through multiline controllers, handle the communications con- 
trol. Increasing size and complexity of the systems soon made this unwieldy. 

instruction repertoire. Binary add and subtract com-
mands arc standard, and for those applications need-
ing. more arithmetic capability, hardware multiply ' 
and divide commands are optional. 

The processor contains dual arithmetic units that.. 
operate in parallel. All arithmetic functions—add,. 
subtract, multiply, diVide, shift, etc.—are .performed .  - 
in each unit, and  the results checked for agreement • 
before the processor is allowed to. proceed. In this 
way, hardware Malfunctions in the arithmetic .  unit • 
are detected and the processor notified so that it can 
execute the appropriate diagnostic commands to de-
termine if the failure is hard (permanent) of soft 
(transient) and take the proper corrective action. • 
Three program-accessiblc working registers are 'pro-
vided, including a channel address register for Use in 
connecting a specifie channel to thè processor logic' 
and to facilitate channel addressing  of the many 
channel oriented tables found in data communica-
tions programs. 

Four hardware channel macro -  commands  'ease 
communication between the proeeSSer and the Con-
figured channel coMpiemeilt. A read-only-memory 
(ROM) is available as a processor option. It contains 
265 words of predetermined, fixed„ reboot/restart . 
code that can be read into mcmoty, under processor 
or manual control, and executed. The code contains 
the logic necessaly to bootstrap the system softwnre 

Wore< tiirso 
' • ,i1 bits 

t:enclni%rdiora  of o. 'treed in inmnory provi.J0;.; 
two nine-bit characters pit.ts a parity bit for eanh 
civy.ractor. Parity is chocked ClaCh trne à oh..war;ter 
is entered or removed from me.rnory. This proviclopl 

hi.gh degree of internai message. integrity.  

from either a local card reader, a local typcwritc;r, or 
a remote computer over. a communications channel. 

The memory subsystem is werd-oricntcd, with a 
word length of. 18+2- bits.:  Each word consists of 
two 9-bit halves (considered'a çharacter by  the  char-
acter-addressing instructions) and a parity bit asso-
ciated with each half. 

The memory accesS is 600 nsec, and the cycle 
times  are  1.2 psec for the read-restorc. (R/R) and 
clear-write (c/w) functions, and 1.8 itsec for the 
read-alter-write (RAw). Both dycle times include a 
200 nscc logic delay period. The c/w and R/R are 
used for straight data transfers between memory and 
the working registers.' The RAw cycle is used to pick . 

 up a word (from memory), alter or modify it, and 
placé it back in the same 'location. An example of 

'this would be . the assembling of an incoming charac-
ter from a 'low-speed, aSynchronous .  channel into a 
computer .word. The word is loaded into the arith-
metic unit and shifted left one bit at a time as the 
character is' read in, then the Word is stored in its 
original location. This is aecomplished' in 1.8 ,usec 
using the RAW  cycle, as oppesed to 2.4 itsec if the 
R/R and c/w,cycles were used. 

The first 1,024 words of memory are a common 
data bank used to store program constants, sub-
routi.-.^ linkages, and other common, frequently -  ..-cf-
crenectl The common data bank r: I 
addrosed dircetly.,erqm any place in memory. i\ 

modOos, ay» ;rvaijabi, in units of 8k, 16k, an 
32k words. One or ,  two raem,,..7 modu' 
con gu red givi ng a range 
n'çaximum mentof 	Charaotitt 
geratc.t.i, and checked(.. -•a aU d.:..kt,7. 
no 	31,:wnlo;y, giving tiln ;;ysc,.trel iç 
in,teiuI .1 .1.10g,,mc integrity. Up ta 
Inay 	co-imi.n41:4; to. Ulu racrekory aUbsysiewi, 
tÀVC: 1.i0- ViC5) is (41(ined as, uith.c4;  t  proectit,;ùr e4bsymen -;, 
ox'  a pïwipboral 	s4bsmom. 

juovid9 iroqu,ZoS for peri" 
pherr4 snbsyitonis ijuch  as cayTi ro !l(P.3“i ari4 
inintors, ,Y.mgnGtic: tapes, and  Cul Ifl1 	01, Ja fcn. 
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in its minimum configuration the system can support two communications mod-
ules, but there is no back-up or failsoft capability. Any failure in any of the 
subsystems would bring the system to a halt 

high-speed synchronous channels (broadband chan-
nels operating at 50,000 bps and up); and for com-
puter interface channels connecting' one communica-
tidns processor to another or to a host batch 
processor. 

Each I/O subsystem accommodates up to four pe-
'ripheral subs n, ,stems, four  computer interface  Chan-
nels, eight.high-speed synchronous Channels, or com-
binations of .any of the above. The higher - data rates 
of the hieh-speed synchronous channels and the simi-
larity of their discipline to that of the peripheral sub-
systems make it a logical choice, to configure them 
in the Vo subsystem rather than try to fit them into 
the communications -module design. 

The processor is an interrupt-driven system con-
taining four distinct  . levelS • of interrupt The font 
levels are: 

LEVEL 	FUNCTIONS 	" 	PRIORITy 

• 4 	Error 	 Highest 
3 	Realtime 
2 	Dual processor err& 
1 	Vo terminate 	Lowest • • 
The level four interrupt is associated witlithe built  

in error detection,circuitry which continuously moni-
tors the entire systèm  for erivironMentar and systein 
errors. Environmental errorà include such things as 
excessive cabinet temperature and primary  power 
failure. System errors include mernoly. parity faihire, 
lack of memory response, and dualed arithmetic unit 
failure. When an error is detected, an ,assigned bit 
is turned on in an error.stdrage register, which re-
cords the error; a level-four interrupt is generated. 
The responding processor immediately leaves its cur- • 

 rent interrupt level, enters level, four, reads in and 
examines the error stdrage register to determine 
which error has occurred, runs the appropriate diag-
nostic routine, and decides on a course of action. 

If the failure makes continued system operation 
impossible, the processor will bring it to an orderly 
hait.  Sometimes the failing module can be removed 
from service by the processor and the rest of the 
system allowed to continue; in this case the pro- 
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cessor will send the 'appropriate message to the sys-
tern's supervisory or control station. In those cases 
where continued operation is impossible; the error 
storage register can be read out manually by service 
personnel. This pinpoints the error and eliminates 
the need to am a time-consuming system diagnostic 
pregram. 

The level-three interrupt provides the system soft-
ware With a realtime clock which is software accessi-
ble and counts in intervals ranging &Om 10 ilsec up 
to slightly over 500 msec.'The level-three interrupts 
are used by the system's  software  executive td pro-
vide the various timing algorithms necessary for the 
execution of the communications channels macro 
commands and other time dependent activities. 

If tWO processor:subsystems are configured in a 
single system, 'and one 'fails, it . will shut itself do‘vn, 
turn on the assigned bit in the error storage register, 
arid generate a level-two interrupt in the ,alternate 
processor. The processor receiving the level-two in-
ternipt will then - initiate the required system recov-
ery routine, execute a set df, diagnostic commands in 
the halted processor to determine the exact cause of 
the failure, and send out an appropriate message to 
the network superviSory control station. 

The level-one interrupt is used to provide the pro-
cessor with an indication that a change of state from 
busy to not-busy has occUrred on one or more high-
speed synchronous .channels, peripheral subsystems, 
or computer interfaces. This eliminates the need for 
the software to periodically "peek-out" to determine 
if a disk unit, for example has finished its seek and 
is ready ,  for the ensuing read or write command. 

If the process& is not in any interrupt level it is 
in an implied level zero where all the spare time or 
nonrealtime processing is performed. 

Four hardware macro commands' are included in 
the instruction set to facilitate the interface between 
the processor(s) and the communications channels. 
These commands greatly reduce the processor over-
head required to perform the realtime line and ter-
minal disciplines needed 'by the communications 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Tho determination of the maximum continous I/O  rate 

for lame systems with heavy peripheral loads in a single 
processor, single I/0 subsystem configuration is achieved 
as follows: 

Since thià is a two port configuration (one for the 
processor and one for the I/O subsYstem), the total 
available memory time must be split between them, Logic 
in the memery allocation hardware Will prevent it from 
alidcating more than one memory cycle to any given 
port so long as there is a request for access up on 
another port. Assuming that the I/O subsystem has a 
device connected to it capable of accepting and Using 
every possible access granted to it, the memery allocator 
will then alternate between the two ports. 

The processor's . average memory access time is about 
1.3 psec (since some  portion of its cycles are R/R or 
C, W at 1.2 psec and the remainder are RAW at 1.8p. sec) 
and the 1 ,0 subsystem uses a constant 1.2 psed access 
time, Since there are two active devices requesting mem-
ory cycles, the 200 ,sec  logic delay times (included in the 

 cycle time) can be overlapped giving a total of (1.3 1.2) 
—(2x.2) = 2.5 .4 = 2.1 psec elapsed time to grant each 
active device one memory acc,ess. This figure divideçi into 
the total available memory timè gives the total number of 
memory access granted to each port every second: 

1,000,000 
Approxienately 476,000 accesses/port/ 

2.1 • 	second 	 • 

The average processor instruction ,reqUires approxima7 
tely 2.2 accesses so the processor will execute about: 

476,000 
= 216,363 instructions per second, 

To derive the system performance figures 
for the System without an I/O  subsystem, 
the following calctilations were per-
formed. 

The total available 'memory time • is 
1,000,000 psec  per second, since the sys-
tem is memory bound. 

Evaluation of the timing algorithm for 
the BSCN channel macro command 
shows that 106,400 psec of membry time 
.are required for: 
1.. Execution of the BSCN command 
2. Execution of the QJMP command 
3. Execution of the software line servic-

ing routines 
SinCe there are no I/O  subsystems in the 
configuation there is no impact on mem-
ory time. 

The remaining memory time of 893,600 
psec per sec. (89.36%) is available . for 
the execution of instructions in the spare 
time processing mode. Based on an 
analysis • of the • system software, the 
average • instruction execution time is 
2.86 psec. This number divided into 
893,600 gives the average number of 
spare time instructions that can be per-
formed each second. 

893,600 
	 = Approximately 312,000 

2.86 	instructions/second 
With 100 ,  lines capable of receiving a 
maximum cOmbined .  load of 1,000 char-
acters per second. 

312,000 
312 instructions per 

1,000 	inCeming character 	 •  

available for precessing 

2.2 

While the I/O  subsystem can maintain à continuous rate 
of: 

476,000 x 3 = 1,428,000 6-bit characters per second 
or, 
476,000 x 2 	952,000 8-bit characters per second 

channels. The commands:are: 

	

BSCN 	bit scan 

	

0 CSCN 	character scan . . . 

	

WMP 	queue junip • 

	

o  FNDC 	find next active channel 
The bit scan command (nscN) is executed . once per 
bit time for all low-speed channels by the processor 
under control of the appropriate timing algorithm 
using the level-three (realtime) interrupt -. The,corn-
mand assembles incoming; and disassembles, out- 

, going, characters,  bit  by bit, in control words stored 
in the part of the 'memory that is dedicated to the,. 
communications channels. 

The character scan command (cscN),.uSed for all 
medium-speed channels, differs from BSCN in that it• 
is executed once per character time. It assembles 

, and. disassembles stringS'of incoming/outgoing char-
acters under the control Of the dedicated control 

words in memory. 
The queue jump command (Q.ImP) is executed 

folkying the Completion of either BSCN OF CSCN. It  

. services the queue...of. status .werds that , these com- 

• mands generate- during their , execution..Each status 

word indicates.that software attention is required on 

a channel, 'and (hiring QMP, provide the processor 

with both thé address of the channels requiring= at-
tention and a branch pointer to the specific' sub- 

. routine performing the deSired function. 
During the'execution of the BSCN and CSCN com-

mands, only those Channels equiring software atten-
tion will have status words generated and placed in 

the .queue to be serviced by  the  QJM1).  command. 

This reduées proCessor overhead by eliminating the 

need to examine each  channel .with software to 
. determine  if  it needs attention. 

The find-nekt-active-channel:(FND .c): command is 

use,d to provide a basic or Skeleton macro capability' 
for those channels that do not fit .within the frame- . 
work of the BSCN or CSCN commands. When exe-
cuted with this çlass of channels rtrapc determines 

the address of the next channel requiring, software 
attention and supplies' it' to. the processor which then. 
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In the optimum configuration, with dual processors, memories communications 
and I/O  subsystems, the system provides either full back-up capacity or a system 
operation that essentially doubles the throughput rate of a single system. 

services the. channel. It is  also  used following a level.: 
one interrupt to identify the peripheral: Subsystem 
ehannel(S) that have, changed state. 

In its smallest cerlfi.q,uration, the system  includes 
a processor., memory (8k words), and one or two 
communications modules. This configuration  could 
tolerate the failirre of either communications module 
and still function. Failure of either the memory or 

the processor subsystems would bring thè system 
down. Dualing the processor . and memory subSys-
terns with independent, identical processors. , both 
capable of addressing any portion of or  all  the 
channels in the communications  modules and the 
entire complement of memory (up to 65k words), 
results in a systern which may be controlled by one 
processor with the :  other idling in à standby mode 
ready to take over in case  of a failure, or they May 
both control a portien of the 'system with the under-
standing that if one fails the system runs at a reduced 
or degraded leVel. 

Dualed memories provide either' backup in case 
of system failure whère the entire software package 
will fit in one memory, or will . provide larger mem-
ory capacity, with the understanding ,  that if one 
memory fails the systetn will :run at a reduced level 
of performance. The memorY addresses in this con-
figuration arc contiguouS, i.e., one memory contains 
the low-order addresses and the other the high-order 
addresses. In the event of a hard or permanent •  fail-
ure of thé module containing the low-order addresses, 
the responding processor will execute an instruction 
causing the remaining meinory.  to assume the low-

.order addresses. This assures the restart and recovery 
routine that the low-order memery is . operative. 

If the instructions for processor I are all contained 
in memory I and similarly for processor II and mem-
ory  Jr, thé instruction execution rate and the total 

The numbers and calculations used in this article 
were derived from the actual performance data of a 
pATANET Communications processor. 
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system throughput will approaCh twice that of a 

single processor, single memory system  as the 
memories are in parallel operation. 

An evaluation of the performance and throughput 
characteristics of the processor suninied up in an-
swers  to  the following questions: 

• What is  the  total amotint of,  memory time avail-

able per unit of time? 

What percent of this time is needed to handle 
. the realtime functions imposed by the particular 
configuration of communications channels? 

• What percent of this time is required to handle 
the r/o subsystem load, if any? • 

Assuming a single memory, single . processor sys-
tem with no r/o subsystem, and with 100 full-duplex 
lines running' at a continuons 110 bps (10 charac-
ters), the system performance figures will provide 
312 instructions per incoming character for process-

ing through the system. 
Fôr those systems with heavy peripheral 1/o re-

quirements, Stich as large message switchers with disk 
storage subsystems, ‘a deterrnining of the maximum 
,contintious i/o rate reveals' that for a single meniory, 
single precessor, and single 0) configuration the per-
formance figures will be: 
• 216,363 instructions' per  second , 
• 1,428,000 six-bit characters per second or, 
e 952,000 eight-bit characters per second. 

Dualing this configuration and segmenting the 
software  reSults in a system capable of executing in 
excess of 483,00 instructions' per second while sup-
porting a continuous Vo raie of almost three-million 
6-bit or 2,000,000 8-bit characters per second. 

The system provides a network processor capable 
of handling data communications needs ranging 
from *relatively . small remote concentrators to large 
batch processing front-end communications process-
ing. Failsoft capability is optional for those applica-
tions - . requiring it which allow the relatively small . 	. 
user, withotit,failsoft requirements to escape paying 
Tor Unneeded 'Capabilities 
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Ii;.  :actors that ntake up a total  data communi -- 
e..tions system must be considered early in the net-
work's planning stages. It makes little, sense to corn- 
  to specific. equipment, transmission line; or net-
work structure before all communication require-
ments of a particular - application have been thor-

. ou2.hly studied. Rapidly advancing technology, in- 
demand for coMmon carrier service, and a 

regulatory climate coMplicate the data 
,:oranumications picture: 

Planning a data communications system can be 
carried out in a. systematic and objective way by 
working with a, checklist of the important hardware: 
and software parameters that affect decisions.- Major 
breakdowns on this checklist would include: 

• strt:eture of the network 
• ty . - es of remote terminals and related items • 

transmission speeds of the communication links 
- .0 communications control and concentration 

methods 
• system reliability needs .' 

With these factors in minct; a - planner can•effectively 
deal' with vendors and commOn carriers, 'and under 
stand how to put together the best syStem for . his 
particular nee,ds. . . 

Although many - pitfalls and prOblems arise . in 
planning an online telecOmmunications network; it 
need  no  t be an unmanageable, awesome' task. Essen-
tially, the analyst or project leader must be able to 
understand and, interpret the consequences of any 
potential layout. Some 'communications-based -  com-
puter systems will contain few information' • sources 
and sinks. Here a combination of analytical tech-
niques and intuition can. go a long:way: .However, 
in the larger networks, the systems analyst may turn 
to 'computational tools Provided by various hardware 

. vendors and systems engineering firms specializing. 
in network design. . • • 

System performance is a key criterion in the ac-
ceptance ol •  rejection of alternative' network layouts. 
Since peri.ormance will be clo.sely related' to the geog-
raphy and traille characteristics of • the  application, 
the  fi:: -,lanning.  step is to 'estimate the following: 

• )er and location of remote terminals 
• flow patterns 
• 2,es of messages 
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• message volumes by terminal 
• urgency of messages 
• reserve capacity- needed for future growth • 
O accuracy 

These factors must be thoroughly assessed before 
making.anY major equipment decisions. in a sense, 
they  are constants in the design probleni since they 
don 't depend on implementation. • 

Geographic - separation of remote terminals and a 
data processing center is what Makes network design 
important.•When all the terminals are.  clustered within 
a few mile s.  of à computer site, most  of  the eeonomic 
justification for sophisticated concentration scherit, 
vanishes. Here transmission line costs will ust,ly 
represent a negligible - fraction of total system costs.. 

Where terminals and computers are. widely scat-
tered; ,the best network layout depmds ?rinutrily 
on the trek flow between data Sources and sinks. 
Most applications have traffic patterns where many 
points communicate with many points (distri'outed) 
or with one central point (centraliied) or have some 
combination of these patterns. • 

In any case,  the  analyst can select either switchcd 
or dedicated •lines to interebiin .ect points. Swil.chzd 
lines are often the best choice for applications with 
distributed traffic patterns. Here a' common carrier 
network operates like the ordinary dial-telephone 
netwOrk. The common carrier equipment .etablishes 
.a connection betWeen any two - stations, and main-
tains this connection only for the duration of a single 
call. Thé circuit is then disconnected and both sta-
tions are free , to communicate with any other station 
in the • network. 

For . centralized 'applications, the common carriers 
offer special tariffs to encourage use of their switched 
networks. For example, the Bell System's \Vide Area 
Telecommunication Service (wAis) enables calls ‘.o 
be placed either into ,  or out of (but not both) a cen-
tral location, • on either an unlimited or measured-
time basià at established monthly -rates. 

Dedicated lines provide a permanent communica-
tion path between terminals, ‘vhether or not ti -;e  ter-
minais  are active.  For distributed traffic patterns, 
costs for a completely interconnected private line 
network are relatively high,.caused by the large num-
ber of modems and long lines. Less expensive alter- 
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In distribided systems, data is transmitted to and 
from many similar  terminais  with no special flow 
pattern. Circuit switching message switching, 
multiplexing, and multipointing schemes cut line 
and equipment costs. 

nativc,ss Woul(l be to • use either a circuit switching  or  
'message switching center or rnultipleXer at  seine 

 point within the network. 
A circuit sWitching center is essentially a private 

exchange where electrical connections arc automati-
cally or manually made between incoming and oût-
going circuits. A message switching center on the• 
ether hand, contains coinputational and storage capa-
bility. Here' messages may be held and concentrated 
before being forwarded. The message switching cen-
ter will require more modems than a circuit switcher, 
but often provides better features for increasing 
throughput and easing control. - 

Time and freqUency 'division niultiplexing are sig-
nificant concepts that arc widely used to cut corn-
municatien eosts (see June DPM, page 34 and pages 
3.1 and 46 in tiiis issue). Multiplexing applies, for 
example, whenever many low-speed terminals at a 
remote site must be connected to a computer. It re-
duces costs by dividing'a transmission line's capacity 
into many low-speed 'subchannels whose effective  • 
cost per channel is substantially below that of a • 
separate low-speed line connection. As an example, 
24 Teletype terminals can be Multiplexed to a 600- - 
mile voice-grade line that leases for about $800 à 
month; yet one full duplex Teletype line of the same 
length leases for about $600 a month. • 

Another way to reduce'costs' is to connect two or 
more terminals to the same dedicated line, called a 
multipoint or multidrop line. These terminals -  must 
then take turns  on .the line, like Users of a party-line 
telephone. Addressing and control requirements at 
the switching. center are 'more :detailed, but line and 
modem costs are reduced. 

Terminals for sending and reeeiVing data come in 
many forms and degrees of sophistication. Among 
these are the card reader/Punch, Teletype terminal, 
printer, cRT display, batch station, and the program-
able datà terminal that includes a small processor 
to do some local computation.' 
. While the selection of terminal types depends pri-
marily on the specific requirements for remote data 
entry to  the  computer, the terminal typé does affect 
the performance and cost  of the overall  communica-
tions netWerk. For example, a remote terminal with 
buffering and computational features permits more 
data  processing to be done at the remote-site. This 
frequently reduces online  communication  time with a 
consequent reductiOn in line charges. However, for 
a great many .  applications, a lower-cost, lower-spe.ed 
teleprinter proves adequate. 

Communication‘ over lines more thait a few hun-
dred feet long usually recjuires a modem - (or datasct) 
at each end of the line (see page 31). This moan-
lator/demOdulator imparts incoming digital data °tut; 
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In centralized systems, a computer  acts as a major 
source and sink for information. Terminals 

communicate only indirectly with each other. 
Switching, multiplexing, and multiOointing still 

reduce•costs. 

a carrier signal suitable for the transmission lines. 
The modem at the receiving end removes the carrier 
from the line signal, restoring the original data. 

Modems are provided by the common carriers and 
by a wide variety of independent companies; their 
operating speeds, 'costs, and functional capabilities 
cover a large range of applications. On a voice-grade 
telepliOne •line, transmission speeds . ranging up to 
9,600 bps can be achieved. Most modems that trans-
mit data at 2,400 bps or faster also require special 
circuit conditioning to widen  the  usable bandwidth 
of the telephone line. 

A terminal usually has a fixed, maximum -operat-
ing speed so that the companion medern must have 
a sufficiently fast clocking rate. For unbtiffered  ter-
minais  like TeletypeS, the pied= Will always operate 

. at the sanie speéd as the terMinal. T.hus the terminal 
dictates the transmission speed in these cases. How-
ever, buffered terminals give the systeni .analyst more 
latitude in selecting the line speed. 

. A buffer is basically a data memory, Whose storage 
capacity may be a Word, a line, or—in the 'ease of 
tape cassettes:--maY . rangé uP to 'hoirs of accumu-
lated data. Since the buffer permits•transthission over 
the communication  line at a faster rate than  the data 
is entered or received . by the terminal - operator, it 
offers .econornies resniting, from the use .àf fast lines 
for short intervals. 

Regardless of whether terminal equipment dictates 
transmission  speed, the plannei will usually  have tà 
choose from three basic grades of transmission ser-
vice for communication  lines: low speed; voiée grade, 
and  broadband. f' '•• " 

Low speed transmission Ordinarily includes all 
speedsless than 600 bps, such as Teletype terminals 
and most  other typewriter-like devices. Thé commu-
nication lines of the ordinary telephone network are 
referred to  as  voice-grade lines; they can be oper- 

. ated at a Wide range of speeds, depending on the 
modem used. 'Voice-grade lines are usually used with 
communications 'equiPment such as multiplexers, 
message .switchers, and buffered terminals. The stan-
dard speeds for vOice-grade operation are 600 X N 

' bps, where N is an integer from I to 16. Broadband 
speeds' go higher than 9,600 bps. Ekamples arc 
AT&T's Private line services known as Telpak A, B, 
C, and D, having capacities of 12, 24, 60, and 240 
voice-grade lines. • • 

Private microwave systems are opening neW ap-
plications for broadband  transmissions;  common-
carrier broadband services are economical only for 
large corporations with high 'communications budgets 
and traffic volumes. Whenever justifiable, broadband 
suits computer-to-computer data transfers well since 
typical internal speeds  of  most medium and large 
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mainframes far exceed the current practical speed 
limits . « the voice-grade 

For communications control, either contention or 
polling procedures may be used to monitor access 
U) the transmission lines  in  the network. With con-
tention control, terminals request access to a line. lf 
the line is free, the connection is made; if not, the 
terminal must wait. The communications control unit 
must - build up a list of transinission requests for each-
line. :Ind process theSe requests in some predeter--. 
mined orde•. such as a.first-come, first-served basis. 

In polling, the communications controller -  asks 
each remote terminal if it has ;anything to.Send, mak-
ing these queries in a predetermined sequence. Poll-
ing is £,,enerally.performed under control of vendor 
software, provided as part of the overall operating 
system. Some software packages for polling are 
IBM's QTAM (Queued Telecommunication Access 
i\lethod), or IITAN1 (Basic • Telecommunications 
Access Method), and RCA's mcs (Mtiltichannel 
Communications.  System):• The software package 
maintain's' a list of valid terminal addresses; the order 
of entries in this list determines the sequence in 
which queries are made.. 

Polling is more suitable in large networks Where 
tight control of • line usage .  is essential  for,  efficient 
performance. It generally yields better  performance . 
than contention dees, but :requires costlier  hardware 
and software. Polling is also better suited for appli-
cations . where transmitted 'messages  have 

 'levels of priority.  If a terminal tends to-submit many 
high priority messages, then the polling proce,dure 
may be designed to query it more frequently than the 
other terminals. The query sequence, 'often Called 
the polling list, can be readily .  Modified under -Pro-
gram control. 

A disadvantage' of polling is that the remote ter-
minal can't send data at 'Any time, but:only when 
asked. For most networks; some combination offpoll-
ing and contention works best. RCA claims its mcs 
package, mentioned earlier, can  combine the two 
procedures for different lines in  the  Same netWork. 

The exchange of information between remote  ter-
minais and the central cbmputerealls for muCh code 
conversion, error checkin.:?:, message editing, message-:. 
block assembling, multiplexing, and related process-
ing operations. These functions may be done by the 
Central computer itself, or by a special CoMmunica-
tions .  control unit, located either near the CPU or at 
a remote site. Assigning these functions to a special 
communications control unit frees the central com-
puter from constant interruptions, enabling  the  pro-
cessor to devote more time.to actual computation. 

Examples of these special communications control 
units are . the IBM 2701 -2-3 series, the Collins C- • 
System, the GF. DATANET series, the Comcet 60, and 
the Sanders Associates Sanclac 200 (see page .51) . 
Re.  cent wide-spread availability of relatively inex:- 
pensive minicomputers has led to their use as com-
munications control units (page.43) • • • 

In a broad sense, reliability includes line trans- 

mission errors caused by circuit noise and by failure 
of system.components, such as lines, modems, and 
concentrators. 

Transmission errors from circuit .  noise inevitably 
occur when sending data over almost any Communi-
cation link. System-wide impact of such errors can ' 
be minimized. Two common Ways to deal with errors 
are to ignore them, leaving correction tip to a human 
console operator, or to implement block codes and'. 
'parity schemes that automatically detect errors. With 
these latter methods, errors that crop up at a receiv-
ing station initiate a contrbl signal that travels back 
to the sending terminal and requestS a retransmission. 
On the other hand, if no error appears, the next 
block is transmitted. These methods for error detec-
tion and retransmission  require extra control logic 
and buffering hardware in the terminal. On noisy 
lines  retransmissions  lead to much overhead, reduc-
ing the net information transfer rate signifiçantly..• 

More powerful  codes  than thosé . solely  for  error 
detection' are available. These -codes çan find and, 
correct errors in data blocks without the need for 
retransmission. . 
• A common misconception is'•that throughput Over 

commtmicatioris link must •tilways be sacrificed for 
these  extra .error-protection bits. In some applica-
tions,.  however, the continuous .  sending of fibril -5°4 
t650%  redundant bits will linprove the effective 
error rate so substantially that net improvements in 

',message throttgliput actdally result. 
In any event,  the  System' s analyst must careftilly 

elièck modem and terminal eqtiipment for methods 
that .guard against 'transmission errors.:Once  
lects a particular  terminal, he  usually has. no choicè 
on  error control -  techniques.  These schennes are em-
bedded' in inest terminals. Some latitude is afforded 
bF modern 'manufacturers 'whci offer families of - de- - 
vices with Varying' degrees Of susceptibility, tO noise. 

The planner-analyst will want to 'consider.  the 
•lea-st exPensive medem that has an acceptable error 
rate for the 'desired  'transmission  speed on a given 

Actual throughput will dep.end on: 
- • rribdem clocking or data 'rate 	• 	• 

• lengths'of - Message blocks' 
• error . rate  on communication  line 	• 
• control signaling time between' message blocks 
• code used by the.terminalà 

•To -protect against .prolonged outages of system 
CoMpoitents, the analySt will  have  to look at alterna-
tive transmission paths, backup equipment, and pos-
sibly temporary changes in the entire network struc- 
•turè. The flexibility afforded' by ordinary Switched 
telephone networks makes them an attractive alterna-
tive to fall back on ,during prolongedoutages. 

Changing to the switched network may tempo-
rarily degrade system-wide throughput. It•total .integ-
rity and çontinuity of system operation are . para-
mount, an additional option is to purchase *or lease 
extra equipment such as modems,  communications 
links, and concentrators, to be sWitched on when  the 
primary. devices 'fail. ds, 
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